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“Just remember that it all fits inside your head,” Jenny tells her, in Jenny’s typically solemn way. 

“Everything you see, everything you think of… no matter how big it seems, it all fits inside your 

head, doesn’t it?”  

- excerpt from a rejected comic-book pitch, Mary Borsellino, May 2015 

 

  



2000 

Tania was reading when Kit opened his eyes. It was late afternoon. The sun was still as bright as 

midday in the sky, because it was February. Kit’s tongue felt thick like medicine and his head was 

full of wallpaper paste. 

He was used to nightmares. Sleep was no escape. Nowhere was an escape. He remembered an 

Omar Khayyam poem about that. I myself am heaven and hell. 

Poetry wasn’t literal, but then again Kit wasn’t heaven and hell. He was just hell. Where else do 

devils live?  

Stirring from the stiffness of sleep, he put a hand on his belly. He sat up. Tania didn’t stir. He 

wasn’t surprised. Tania buried herself in books at every opportunity. Burrowed down as deep as 

she could go, as far from the surface of the world as she could get.  

Getting lost in biographies and true crime was a chance for Tania to visit a version of the universe 

where life, however violent or strange, ran by predictable and tangible rules.  

Kit couldn’t begrudge her that escape. He’d do the same, if he could. But even sleep wasn’t a way 

out, for him. Viscera and blood held him fast, pinning him to the world they were caught in. He 

wasn’t going anywhere.  

Today’s paperback was called Suffer the Little Children. It wore the standard-issue lurid red and 

black and gold that almost all of the battered covers in Tania’s ever-shifting library had.  

The subtitle was The shocking true story of a survivor of SATANIC RITUAL ABUSE, told here for the 

first time!  

Kit choked on his noise of surprise. “Seriously?” 

Tania crunched on the boiled lolly in her mouth, making her breath smell like sharp wintery mint 

when she answered. “It’s okay. Not as good as that picture book I found on the internet, the one 

with the dead rabbits. I wish you’d let me buy that one. Don’t make me go, Mommy.” 

“It was Don’t make me go back, Mommy,” Kit corrected. “And of course you can’t buy it. How 

would you even get something delivered without an address?” 

Tania shrugged. “I’d find a way. This one’s good too, though. It’s got all that eighties Oprah moral 

panic shit going on, the stuff that got teachers thrown in jail and made ‘survivors’ rich. I wish I’d 

been there when the hype machine was in full fucking swing and the entire world was panicked 

over the illuminati killing babies. Before party poopers had to go and point out that there wasn’t 

any evidence or reliable testimony about any of it. All just a mass hysteria mess.”  

“...So,” Kit said, his voice the slow deadpan concession that he made towards having a sense of 

humour. “You, an actual survivor of an actual satanic cult, is spending what short time she has left 

before the cult catches up with her, reading a hoax account of made-up horrors that gripped the 

public imagination at the same time that you were growing up in the reality of it. That’s 

completely normal and not fucked up at all.” 



Tania scrunched up her face. It made her look like a spoiled little girl. Spoiled like a brat, and 

spoiled like fruit left to bruise and ferment. At eighteen, she looked much younger, but youthful 

features stripped of youthful innocence are disquieting to look at for too long. She stuck her 

tongue out at him.  

The lolly in her mouth, shattered to needle-sharp shards of hard sugar by her crunching, had sliced 

her tongue raw with a dozen little stabs and scratches. The blood was as red as the peppermint 

stain from the candy stripes, crimson on crimson on her tongue. 

The presence in Kit’s belly flipped over, hungry.  

 

  



MARY 

The contrast fluid they fed into my bloodstream through a tube makes the tumor ghostly on the 

scans. It’s shaped like a bell or a pear or a party dress, the wide lower hem pressed against the 

dark shadow of my brain, as if the little girl in her pale gown is kneeling on a soft and spongy 

cushion, displacing it. 

In the middle of the year, when my grandmother was dying, I sat beside the bed and sat beside 

the bed and sat beside the bed. She wasn’t being given fluids and the urine in her catheter bag got 

darker as the days passed, from golden yellow to dark amber brown.  

The sky is a brilliant blue and the branches of the lemon tree against it are vivid green and yellow 

yellow yellow. 

My mother wants me to make a will. 

In January of 2015 I visited New Zealand’s South Island and found a story there. It wouldn’t be 

until November that the tumor in my head, the pale girl kneeling, would be found, but she was 

already there when the story introduced itself to me. Maybe she’s the one who wanted it, not me 

at all -- likely, in fact, since I abandoned it so soon after we came home. I wasn’t a good enough 

writer to write it, I decided. I would have to wait a few more years, until I had improved 

sufficiently. 

Now I cannot wait, though. The pale girl has seen to that. And, in the way that symbols so often 

cast their shadows back over what has come before, I see preludes to her everywhere in that 

January manuscript - malevolent invaders embedded in the body, cerebrospinal fluid dripping 

from her white fingertips to the soft brown dirt around her feet. 

Getting a story out of a writer’s head is less traumatic than excising a tumor, probably.  

 

  



SCARS 

It was the scars that had done it. Tania’s father saw them when Jared passed him the paper cup of 

take-away coffee and, like any predator, the scent of blood honed all his instincts in for the strike.  

Cults build just as well on flimsy foundations as on the stones of ancient, time-smoothed faith. You 

can build a cult around anything, just like any grit will do to start a pearl. It’s the shine you put 

around it that matters. 

The recipe for a cult is this: I know feel like you’re nothing now. I know you feel lost now. That’s 

because you’re nothing. You’re worthless. But we love you anyway. You won’t be lost with us. We 

will make you special. We will make you something. 

Find enough small skinny boys with scars, lonely parents with wild children, strung-out teetotallers 

looking for something to fill the yawning hole. 

You’re worthless. Nobody will ever love you. Nobody but us. 

Tania’s father had eight hundred disciples when Jared joined. He was the last of the four, though 

of course Kit never really counted among the faithful. He was a special case.  

There was Jared, and Daniel, and Kit, and Tania. Tania was the one who kept spending their 

savings. She’d appear in their hostel dorm after hours of absence, her bag pineapple-spiky with 

paperback corners.  

“We’re meant to be traveling light,” Jared reminded her.  

“You expect me to ignore the fact that my dad’s gonna chop me up and feed Kit my gizzards as 

soon as he gets us.” She made a scoffing noise, dumping the haul of rock biographies and pulp 

sci-fi on her sleeping bag. “Fuck off. I want to read all the books I can, before my eyeballs are in a 

stew.” 

“Gizzards is such a gross word,” Kit remarked.  

To Jared, Tania looked the same as Tania always looked: like she’d slept the night on someone’s 

couch, and then eaten a lone slice of pizza left out in the box overnight for breakfast, along with 

eight or nine cups of shitty black coffee.  

Seedy, wired, and crazy: that was Tania, whether causing trouble in school or on the run to the 

dim green edge of the world.  

Jared had been in love with her, just a bit. Or he’d convinced himself that he was, in some kind of 

attempt to make his feelings for Kit less complicated. Not that love had any guarantee of making 

things less complicated. In Jared’s experience, limited though it was to divorced parents and being 

brainwashed by a shitty cult, love usually made things much more complicated than they would be 

without it. 

 

  



EXCERPT 

In May I tried to pitch a comic to an open call and got rejected. It hurt. It still hurts, even now that 

so many genuinely awful things have happened. A stupid little sting like that shouldn’t still hurt 

after the months following saw my childhood cat get cancer, the police having to talk to a guy who 

was fixated on me, a teenager whom I’m like a quasi-parent to be rushed to hospital in an 

ambulance, my grandmother slowly die before my eyes, a mole on my chest needing a biopsy 

(that one, at least, came back clear) and the pièce de résistance, a brain tumor show up as the 

headline act in a year of drama.  

It shouldn’t still sting but somehow it does, that rejection. Not every rejection stings, not anymore 

-- I’m no longer the young and fragile writer I began as. But some of them still hurt.  

The comic was a whittled-down version of the story I’d tried to start on the South Island, the one 

I’m attempting to weave in and out of the gaps between these paragraphs of terrified babble. If I 

just keep on talking, I’ll keep existing. The pale girl cannot kill me as long as I keep on typing, can 

she? 

Here’s the comic-book pitch version of Jared and Kit’s shared history. Kit became Leo, and Jared 

became Chris, and as to the dual identity of Jenny… well, I guess the simplest answer is that she’s 

another incarnation of the pale girl. But we’ll get to that later. For now, just know that Jenny and 

Leo are classmates.  

Here’s the excerpt: 

The pair arrives at Leo’s house. He leads her upstairs to his room, and explains that he’s “still got 

shitloads of girl clothes from before” – his mother won’t let him throw them out, and still calls him 

Ellie most of the time.  

In his room, Leo gestures to a closet and says that the clothes are in there, and that Jenny should 

choose something. He sheds his own uniform shirt, revealing the binder beneath it, and sniff-tests 

a black t-shirt off his floor before pulling it on over his head, while Jenny looks through the rack of 

punky and alternative skirts and dresses in the closet.  

She thanks him for trusting her with the information that he’s trans. Leo says that he doesn’t hide 

it, exactly, he just doesn’t tell most people. The school would probably kick him out, but apart from 

that he’s not going to lie about it or anything.  

Jenny chooses a dress and tights from the closet, and starts changing into them. She asks Leo if 

that’s how he got kicked out of his last school. Leo says not really. Sort of. It was more complicated 

than the rumours say it was, that’s for sure.  

He explains that Chris, his best friend, was having a pretty troubled sexual awakening – “He kept 

hooking up with guys and then freaking out and hurting himself, and then doing it all again, and it 

was just getting worse.” – and one night when they were both drunk, Chris confessed that he’d 

liked Leo forever and that was how he’d realised that he’d liked guys in the first place.  

Leo interrupts his own story to explain to Jenny that it couldn’t have been ‘forever’, since he’d only 

been going to that school for a year, so that he could start somewhere new where nobody had 



known him when he was going by Ellie. He liked Chris too, though, and the two of them had started 

kissing.  

Then Chris had felt the binder under Leo’s shirt, and realised what it meant. Chris was delighted, 

and began to talk about how this meant he wasn’t gay after all, it had all been a mistake, because 

if Leo was really a girl then – “And that’s right around the point where I threw the first punch,” Leo 

finishes.  

He tells Jenny that, though they hadn’t been at school at the time, the number of bruises on Chris’s 

face had earned Leo a suspension, and his parents had decided that it was time to send him 

somewhere with stronger discipline.  

Jenny’s dressed now, pulling awkwardly at the hem of her borrowed outfit. Leo says that it’s fine 

and that it’s time for them to go meet some people. They go to a local food court, where a bunch 

of similarly-dressed teens are hanging out.  

Leo leads Jenny over to a table where two others are sitting, and knocks his fist against that of one 

of them. The guy introduces himself as Chris. Jenny, surprised, asks if it’s the same Chris as in the 

story? They’re still friends? Chris looks embarrassed and punches Leo on the shoulder, telling him 

that he’s gotta stop telling people about that. Leo tells Jenny that yeah, it’s the same Chris, but 

that shit was all months ago and it’s fine now. 

Leo isn’t quite Kit, of course -- even with only the small introduction you’ve had to each of them, 

that much should be clear. And Chris isn’t quite Jared. But they’re close enough that this can stand 

as exposition. I’m running on limited time, after all. I don’t want to have to write out a new version 

of something when there’s already one I can use.  

I am very tired. My eyes are sore. It is 6:10pm on the sixth of December, 2015, and I am very 

scared and very alone. Just me and the pale girl, sitting together at the keyboard.  

 

  



DANIEL 

The South Island was wild & huge & empty & still. Colossal green & snowy mountains.  

They were climbing off the train when Daniel squinted against the light up at the heart-flipping 

hugeness of the peaks around them and said “It would be a hard and lonely life, living in a place 

like this, wouldn’t it?” 

Kit didn’t answer. When Daniel looked over at him, he had that look his face so often wore, the 

one that told Daniel that Kit wouldn’t mind a hard life at all, so long as it was lonely. So long as it 

meant that, somehow, Kit had escaped.  

 

  



JARED 

The deep, deep green of the forests was darker than jewels, green in a way that made Jared 

understand for the first time that the colour forest green was a literal description, just like how the 

rivers that numbed his toes as soon as he dipped them in truly were ice blue.  

“It would be a hard and lonely life, living in a place like this, wouldn’t it?” Daniel said to nobody in 

particular, and nobody said anything in reply, just the birds making musical bird noises.  

“What happens if they don’t find us?” 

Tania and Kit and Daniel all stared at Jared, like he’d suddenly started speaking a foreign language 

that they’d never heard, or frothing at the mouth. 

“We’re gonna run until they catch up, and then all kill ourselves before they can take Kit back, 

right? But what happens if they don’t find us?” 

 

  



MARY 

Sometimes, I write deaths and goodbyes before they have happened. I don’t know why. I’m 

defective. There’s something wrong with me. 

I borrowed my grandfather to be most of a character in The Devil’s Mixtape, and then he died and 

on the evening after his wake I wrote and wrote into that story like a drowning girl clinging to a 

rope with all she has left.  

I borrowed my grandmother, borrowed her ginger biscuits in her kitchen, for a small video game I 

was making with friends. I had the protagonist say that she missed her grandmother. Then my 

grandmother died, with a dark catheter bag attached to her hospital bed.  

Am I writing my own death before it happens, here?  

I keep thinking about Slaughterhouse Five and the recurring image of the teapot in that book, and 

how heartbreaking it is to have it foreshadowed and foreshadowed and foreshadowed and then 

we finally get to the scene so long promised and it’s so small and quiet and pointless. Vonnegut 

was a genius, so the lack of meaning becomes the meaning in itself. 

I’m no genius and there’s no meaning here. The catheter bag is just a catheter bag, the urine 

inside getting darker and darker each day as my grandmother dried up and died.  

I miss her. I miss her. I miss her. I miss her. I wonder if I will live long enough for the pain to 

become a dull ache.  

 

  



JARED 

Jared liked the seaside towns. The ocean was a hugeness he was used to, unlike the mountains 

that scraped the sky much higher than any skyscraper ever would, scratching holes in the clouds 

with their bulk.  

“Courtney Love grew up here, you know,” Tania told him. She was reading, leg slung over the arm 

of the single chair that the weathered little room contained. The twin beds were getting to be a 

squeeze for the four of them; everyone was prone to thrashing nightmares and sweats, and Kit got 

up to puke a lot. 

“On the South Island?”  

“Yeah.” 

Jared tried to imagine that. He thought of Courtney Love as one of those people who’d appeared 

in the world fully-formed and adult, another product of whatever sleazy blonde factory Tania 

herself had been manufactured by. It was weird to think of a kid instead of a star, some ragged 

little girl peering down over the edge of towering rocky cliffs and getting too-young drunk in sheep 

paddocks under night skies.  

“Lots of musicians have been called the antichrist, haven’t they? Like Marilyn Manson and stuff,” 

said Jared. 

“He calls himself that.” Tania shut the book. “Or used to, anyway. I think it got revived because of 

that school shooting last year. I don’t think he does it himself anymore.”  

Jared made a snort of disgust. “It’s hilarious how everyone thinks the antichrist has to be some 

charismatic upstart, and not an old guy in a sixty-grand suit sitting in an office somewhere.” 

“Well, one’s as incorrect as the other.” She cackled, raking her hand through her hair, making the 

straggly mess even stragglier and more of a mess. “Since right now it’s just a meat bean in Kit’s 

gut.” 

 

  



MARY 

I went through the South Island in 2015, so much later than Kit and Tania and Jared and Daniel’s 

trip through it. There were still book stores, second hand book stores no less. The rest of the world 

doesn’t really have those anymore, but New Zealand does.  

In a second hand bookstore in a tiny seaside town I found a copy of Courtney Love: the real story 

by Poppy Z Brite. I have read this book many, many, many times in my life. I already had a 

paperback and a hardback at home. I was given it for Christmas as a 16-year-old, and I sat on the 

couch in my grandparents’ house and read it all day that day, while my brother played the Legend 

of Zelda: Ocarina of Time Nintendo game he’d been given. The music from that game slams me 

back into that day every time I hear it.  

I found a copy of the book on the South Island and I read it again, and then I passed it through that 

semipermeable barrier between my world and the world my characters were in, and let Tania 

read it too.  

 

  



DANIEL 

“I heard a story about sandflies,” Jared says, as they watch the blur of sublime green exist in high 

peaks either side of the car. Tania and Kit are in the back. Kit is sleeping, Tania is reading. The car is 

old and cheap and won’t last much longer. Daniel doesn’t care. They aren’t going to last much 

longer either. 

“Where they come from,” continues Jared, still talking about bugs. “It went that the goddess of 

death was really worried, because the mountains here on the South Island are so beautiful, right? 

She was worried that people would get so entranced by looking at them that they’d forget that 

they were mortal. They’d forget to die, and before that they’d forget all the stuff that living people 

have to get done. So to get people’s attention, and stop them just staring at the mountains, she 

created sandflies.” 

 

  



MARY 

I own a print signed by Kurt Vonnegut. It says “No matter how bad things get, the music will still 

be wonderful.” 

It’s very very hard to make stereo earphones play in mono. Music sounds weird without half its 

notes and tones. Even if I live through this, the pale girl has stolen half the sounds of the world 

forever.  

But he was right. It’s still wonderful. 

I love Kurt Vonnegut’s writing. I love how it’s true, and how he wanders in and out of his fictions, 

interacting with them and his characters while staying outside at the same time, without spoiling 

the impact of the story.  

I wish I still had enough time to learn how to do that myself. I know I should think positive, and say 

‘I hope I have enough time’, but it feels so false and stupid and delusional to say that. I don’t know 

what that says about me. 

Don’t get me wrong. I’m not sad. This has, in a strange and terrifying way, been one of the best 

weeks of this whole grueling year, since the diagnosis on the 30th of November (It’s still the 6th 

here, as I write these words). I hugged some rabbits. I got a tattoo -- more on that later. I ate my 

favourite kind of pizza. I hung out with friends. I bought a new lipstick. It hasn’t been so bad.  

I spent five hours yesterday, sitting with Eris (the 15-year-old who feels like my own child, but it 

seems stupid to feel that way because they aren’t mine, not really, and… I don’t know what to 

type. Perhaps some things are too painful and complicated to try to explain, even in a confessional 

zine about brain tumors and fiction and the devil.)  

In those five hours we read every single page of Cardcaptor Sakura. It was lovely. The whole 

moment was lovely.  

I don’t want anybody to think I wasn’t happy, if the worst should happen. I am probably the 

happiest I have ever been, these days. A better, clearer song, as Oscar Wilde put it.  

 

  



TANIA 

They were in another random little place, the slightly mildewy smell that flophouses all eventually 

gained. Tania wondered if they’d live long enough to gain that smell themselves. 

She’d read shit about how people who knew they didn’t have long to live suddenly appreciated 

everything more, like they were fucking grateful to be alive at all. Tania didn’t feel anything like 

that. She’d feel pissed off that she’d had the shitty luck to be born to the shitty life she’d had, and 

then after a few seconds the pissed-off-ness would wear away again and she’d just feel kind of sad 

about all the things she never got to do. She never got to go to Japan. She never got to shack up 

with a mobster in some gorgeous mafia-money mansion next to blue ocean waves and eat freshly 

made pasta while wearing silk dresses and diamonds. She never even got to get thrown out of 

senior prom for showing up drunk. 

Instead of all that, she got to hang around with three other idiots and spend her last days reading 

thick crappy airport novels and avoiding eye contact with legitimate backpackers who all wanted 

to talk about how fucking breathtaking and spiritual New Zealand was. Ugh. It made her want to 

drown herself in a toilet and save her dad’s goons the trouble of hunting them down. 

And all of this because that fucking little parasite piece of shit in Kit’s gut had picked them out for 

their shitty demon mind control fetus bullshit. It made Tania want to scream.  

Kit, she could almost understand it. He had the thing growing in him, like one of those gross ovary 

tumors with hair and teeth. Daniel almost made sense, too, since there was theoretically as much 

of him in the thing as there was Kit -- if it had a human father at all, which Tania wasn’t all that 

sure about. The old witch trials had always said that incubi and succubi turned the human jizz into 

demon come somewhere between squeezing it out of the guy and pumping it into the girl.  

Kit was a dude, but he was a dude who’d been born with the plumbing that mostly went to chicks, 

so the same jizz-come-demon-transfiguration shit presumably still applied.  

And, fuck it, it almost even made sense that the horrible little gremlin growing in Kit had picked 

Jared as one of the ones who was mind-controlled into loving it and protecting it, didn’t it? After 

all, Jared had been in love with Kit. Everyone knew that. Even if things weren’t the same anymore, 

Jared still loved the guy like a brother.  

Three stupid assholes, all ready to die for Rosemary’s Fucking Baby.  

But in fuck’s name had the little mucus ball picked Tania? The fucking high priest’s kid? She’d been 

born knee-deep in this vile shit, and survived in it ever since. She’d endured shit that would make 

fucking Oprah and the imaginary abuse crew faint with horror and disgust. 

Bottom line was, Tania was a goddamn fucking survivor, and then the goddamn Antichrist had 

decided to hijack her brain and make her love it, make her run away for it, make her trek through 

the lush green anus of the goddamn planet to try to escape from the rest of the church.  

And the one fucking thing she couldn’t understand about any of it was, why had the Antichrist 

wanted to run away from the cult that nurtured and worshipped it in the first place?  



JARED 

“One of my brothers liked to remind me that my mother had seventeen abortions before she had 

me, like I’d be fucked up about it,” Tania told him. They’d found a playground to sleep in for the 

night. It was cheaper than a hostel, and more pleasant than the car. They stayed close to the car, 

though. Just in case. 

As if they’d have enough time to get away, if they were caught like this. They weren’t some bunch 

of elves and hobbits, who knew how to run away from evil. They were just fucked up kids, sleeping 

in a park.  

Tania was sitting on one of the swings. Daniel was lying on the slide, his lanky height almost tall 

enough to stretch up the whole length of it. Kit was curled up on his sleeping bag. He was 

sweating, and his face was pale. Jared went and sat next to Kit, rubbing his back gently. Kit gave 

him a small, wan smile. 

“He’d say it in this weird taunting superior voice, like somehow he was more alive than me 

because his own mother had been a virgin.” Tania swung her legs back and forth, the toe-tips of 

her shoes grazing the dust just enough to stir it. “She was from Russia. My mother, I mean. They 

have a really different view of the whole thing there. Abortions are just birth control.” 

Jared wished he could hate the baby growing inside Kit. He would hate it for taking away their 

choices. He’d hate it for making them love it, love it so much that none of them could even 

contemplate the thought of getting rid of it without the idea sickening them.  

He didn’t want to love it. But it hadn’t given him a choice. It hadn’t given any of them a choice.  

“It isn’t any kind of big deal. Just a gross thing you had to go through sometimes,” Tania said. 

“Maybe the way they feel about it isn’t so different to how gay dudes in the seventies felt if they 

got an STD. Or VD, like I think they were called back then. A lousy side-effect you got sometimes 

from fucking, that you had to go get prodded around by a doctor for, but not anything that was 

gonna ruin your week, let alone your life. “ 

She laughed, the sound as unnerving and abrupt as ever, a sudden escape of wild noise cut off by 

the closing snap of her teeth. “Isn’t that hilarious? To think about how this stuff that feels totally 

visceral to us, so fucking inevitable, could be so fucking irrelevant in another time or place. You 

fuck a hundred guys without a rubber and get sores on your junk from it, and the worst that it 

might mean is that you have to take a couple of nights off from fucking the next hundred guys, 

instead of the hideous painful indignity of death by AIDS.” 

The late evening light is fading at last, leaving them alone in the dark of the surrounding trees. 

Jared doesn’t recognise any of the constellations overhead.  

“They weren’t even all accidents, my mother’s little bucket of vykidysh. Ever hear people talk 

about how pregnancy gives you a glow? Imagine you’re poor in Russia: your food’s shitty, the 

weather’s shitty, everything’s shitty, so of course your skin is shitty as well – your nutrition sucks 

and winter’s sucking the life out of you. If you want a better life, you had better get a better face, 

and what better way than a dose of that glow for twelve weeks or so? Lots of women do it, and 



don’t think much about it. Athletes get knocked up before important bouts, so they’ll have the 

hormone boost without doping for it.” 

Another laugh from Tania. This one goes on much longer than the first, but ends just as abruptly. 

“Dad must have loved it. I bet it got him off, making her carry me to term when she wanted to do 

another round of scraping and flushing instead.” 

Daniel’s voice sounded nauseous. “Thanks for the vivid metaphor.” 

 Tania gave him a gleeful cackle. “That’s not even a metaphor, that’s just a straight-up 

description.” 

Jared coughed and covered his mouth, as much to cover his chuckle at Daniel’s discomfort as for 

any other reason. “How’d a Russian party girl wind up in the clutches of an evil doomsday cult?” 

he asked Tania.  

“How do you think? She was a mail-order bride. Or email-order bride, probably, even if it would 

have been pretty early in the life of the internet. A business like that would have been in on the 

ground floor of the new technology, I think. Anyway, Dad’s obsession with making procreation 

into an obscenity isn’t a new thing. I don’t think a single one of his kids was carried by a woman 

who even liked him, let alone loved him. He wanted babies born of hate and desperation and 

resentment.” 

Jared could hear her scratch at her arm. “These sandflies are chewing me to ribbons. Let’s just 

sleep in the car.” 

“I like it,” Kit said quietly. “I’m glad they’re biting me. It means I’m at least still wholesome enough 

for that. Maybe even still human, despite...”  

He trailed off. Jared took Kit’s hand in his own, and squeezed. 

 

  



MARY 

My tumor’s heart is dead fluid, making it a different shape to most. This means it can only be 

treated with surgery, not radiation.  

A part of me almost likes this horrible fact, that it’s liquid not solid, dead not living. Aggressively 

expanding in a way the living, circular little ones don’t.  

I am the rarest of a rare kind. It is a horrible horrible miracle that this pale girl in me lives at all.  

I am Schroedinger’s writer. Whether I live or die, this story exists on the razor-thin line between 

the possibilities. Whichever happens will cast its shadow backwards, of course. Such is the nature 

of the past as seen from the present.  

But it’s not the past to me right now. It’s my present. Today is the 6th of December and I’m alive, 

I’m alive, I’m alive, but I am very ill. I do not feel it but I am very ill. I am diseased. I am cystic, I am 

growths, I am a collection of protuberances that disturb the workings around them.  

I am alive and I am so, so scared. 

So whether the Mary Borsellino of the future, of the 6th of December next year and the year after 

that, is alive or dead, is nothing to do with my story. My story will end when I finish this 

manuscript. My story will end when the general anaesthetic takes hold and I slip into the dark, and 

the future falls on one side of the razor line or the other.  

I exist only in this state of terror. To be relieved of it will be the end of me either way.  

It pretty much totally sucks dick being me right now, in case you were wondering.  

That felt really liberating to type. I haven’t let myself think of it that starkly. I’ve kept myself so 

upbeat that I, glum gloomy bipolar lazy messy loser me, haven’t thought about it like that. I’ve 

been too busy being happy, too busy trying to keep my mother from being too sad. I haven’t let 

myself really think about it in those terms.  

But fuck, this whole thing really sucks.  

 

  



DANIEL 

Crayfish that are carrying a clutch of eggs look as if their bellies are covered in a thick layer of 

blackberries. The four learn this in one of the fishing towns they stop in, the same seaside strip of 

ice cream store and souvenir shop and second-hand book exchange and cafés and bars that ever 

other fishing town offers. Daniel likes the predictability; there’s always hospitality work going for 

himself and Tania in places like that.  

Because of the way the eggs look, a crayfish with unborn young is said to be ‘in berry’. That’s 

where the first of the nicknames for the baby comes from. They call it Berry.  

Tania calls it Cuckoo, from The Midwich Cuckoos, a paperback about inhuman, frightening children 

that gestate in wombs that never wanted them, but the nickname sounds sweet and cute enough 

that nobody calls her on the macabre origin.  

For some reason, Jared calls the baby Silverfish sometimes. He says it’s something his mother used 

to call his little brother, but never elaborates further than that.  

 

  



MARY 

It’s the 7th now. My mother is flying down today to come to the neurosurgeon appointment 

tomorrow with me.  

On Friday afternoon, the fourth, I called his office and left a message asking him to be positive and 

gentle in the appointment, for her sake. His assistant called me this morning and she sounded sort 

of incensed that I would be worrying about protecting my mother, rather than my mother 

protecting me from worry. I told her I couldn’t help it. I can’t help it. 

If I die I will be dead. I don’t want to be dead, but it’s not like I’ll know that it happened. My 

mother will know, though. If I die I will be dead, and she will still be alive. And that is the worst 

possible thing I can imagine.  

So I want to take away whatever fear I can from her. I want to carry what I can, while I am here to 

carry it. If I have that to do, the fear might not be as bad, anyway.  

The assistant cautioned me that the doctor is pretty straightforward in his manner. She’d tell him 

to be kind, but that it might not work. I guess I’d best get used to disappointments like that.  

“She should be the one who’s there for you,” the assistant said, as if I needed it explained to me. 

But I’m the one who might not be there for her. I’m the one who might be leaving. And I’m tearing 

up over that right now, my eyes filmed and stinging as I type, at the thought of that. I’ve only cried 

on the phone to my mum, or when thinking about her.  

 

  



DANIEL 

They are at a rest stop, chosen for being scenic on an island that is nothing but scenic, endlessly 

so. There seems nothing about the breathtaking beauty of this spot over any other that warrants a 

parking lot and picnic tables, and yet here they are.  

The two of them are sitting at a picnic table, when Kit asks about Daniel’s own parents. Their 

child’s grandparents, if it’s truly theirs at all.  

“You get that it’s not going to be a happy story, right? None of us have those about growing up. If 

we did, we wouldn’t be here. It’s a horrible story and it made me into a horrible person.” 

Kit’s touch is gentle and warm as his fingers brush the back of Daniel’s hand atop the table. The 

wood is scarred, the varnish cloudy and coming off in rough-edged strips along the joins of plank 

to plank. Daniel can hear birds, somewhere out of sight among the trees. 

“You aren’t a horrible person,” Kit says in his quiet, flat voice. The lack of emotion in it makes the 

opinion sound like a statement of fact.  

Daniel snorts. “No? Ever since I was a kid, I always felt like there was something sick and fucked up 

in this world. Something that needs to be destroyed, even if it means taking all the rest along with 

it. I want to watch it go down in flames, if you’ll excuse the cliche.”  

He wonders if there’s any point in telling Kit the specifics. They’re mundane, really -- a horror that 

thousands, maybe tens of thousands, of kids are suffering right at that same moment.  

Daniel is grown-up, a teenager now, strong enough that nobody can touch him if he doesn’t want 

it. Nobody is ever going to lock him inside a box to make sure he behaves, not ever again. He will 

never beat against the close-in sides of a prison and sob and hyperventilate until the heat and the 

fear make him pass out, controlling and punishing him without leaving the unsightly marks that 

would make the photos and video performances so much less lucrative for his parents.  

In the end, all he does is draw an uneven breath. “You’ll never find someone trying to fight God 

who doesn’t have daddy issues, I guess.” 

That makes Kit smile, in his subdued closed-mouth way. Daniel turns his hand over so the palm 

faces up, and their fingers lace together. It makes Daniel think of that old game that kids play by 

linking their hands. Here is the church, here is the steeple. 

“This sucks, doesn’t it?” Kit says. “This really sucks.” 

“Yeah,” Daniel agrees, squeezing Kit’s hand. Somehow the admission makes him feel a little 

lighter. Just a little. This really, really sucks.  

 

  



MARY 

When I was small I loved the Neverending Story very, very much. The part that has haunted me 

most into adulthood is when the Childlike Empress is explaining to Atreyu what it means to have 

Bastian be sharing their story, and to Bastian what it means for others to be sharing his. They were 

with him when he hid from the boys in the bookstore. They were with him when he took the book 

with the Auryn symbol on the cover. 

I love that line so much. I love the strangeness of it, the experience it sums up -- what it means to 

go on a journey through a story along with the characters. They were with him when he hid from 

the boys in the bookstore. 

Now, when I think about happy memories, or terrible memories, from the past few years, I think 

about the fact that the pale girl was with me, there in my head, for all of them.  

A few years ago, when I worked for a non-profit that helped philanthropists give away their 

money so it would do the most help possible, I was bullied horribly at work. Some days, tiny stupid 

things were enough to get me through: I came to love the utterly mediocre movie adaptation of 

The Lorax, because as the Onceler sings about greed there is a throwaway, smarmy line 

A portion of proceeds goes to charity! 

And that dumb song in a dumb movie was the only sufficiently nihilistic, cynical take on the 

industry that I could draw any kind of bleak comfort from.  

But on other days, even bitter pop songs weren’t enough. One particularly bad day, I bought a 

box-cutter from the newsagent in the building and went into the public toilets and sat in a stall at 

lunch time and I cried and I cried and I cried, because I hated myself and I hated my life and I 

blamed my hated life on my hated self.  

I felt absolutely, utterly alone. 

The thick pink scar I sliced deep into my leg is about two centimeters in length. It’s big enough to 

notice, but not quite big enough for people to ask about. People scar. It’s not that important what 

the specifics behind each scar are.  

I felt so so alone as I sat there and bled and hurt and sobbed, but now I look back at that moment 

and, like the little white-robed, enigmatic Childlike Empress, I imagine my own pale girl speaking 

softly. 

They were with him when he hid from the boys in the bookstore. 

I was with you in that bathroom. 

Acoustic Neuroma tumors grow slowly. It might have been there ten years, silently watching and 

growing, before I knew. I had ear infections and operations as a child; I had no reason to assume 

that newly diminished hearing in adulthood had any deeper reason beyond itself. I thought I’d 

stood too close to the speaker at a Fall Out Boy concert in 2013. I thought, I thought, I thought. 

But it was the pale girl all along.  



KIT 

“Focus on the green,” Tania says to Kit one day. He can tell she’s in a serious mood, because she 

says four words in a row without a single one of them being ‘fucking’. “On nature. Eyes on the 

horizon. If you imagine yourself that far away, you can survive anything.”  

“Is that why you read so much?” he asks.  

She nods. “I flee to the sanctuary of paperback cathedrals.” 

“I’m scared,” he says. 

She doesn’t try to reassure him. Kit’s glad about that. It’s why he likes Tania. She’s hopeless, by 

every definition of the word. Kit knows he should hope. But hope is so exhausting.  

 

  



MARY 

My mother had me when she was 33, and so I always said that when I turned 33 I would have a 

baby, if I didn’t already have one by then. That was the hard deadline.  

33 seemed so, so far away. Impossibly old. When I was 19 I wrote the first (incredibly long, 

incredibly bad) draft of what would one day become The Devil’s Mixtape and I made a character 

23, which seemed to me then a full-fledged and established age of adulthood. When I was 23 

myself, I lamented to a friend that I had expected to have done more by then -- I thought I’d have 

a career, a house, be married, have babies. I felt horribly delayed in my development that I hadn’t 

managed any of them yet. At 33, now, I still don’t have any of those. 

My best friend since high school is four months older than I am. Every year since sixteen, when her 

birthday rolls around I start thinking of myself as the age she has turned -- I became 17 in October, 

even though my birthday wasn’t until February. This year, when she turned 34, I still felt 33. I still 

feel 33. Maybe I will never be older than 33.  

I always said I was going to have a baby at 33. The pale girl inside my skull has the same sad 

gestation here as in her own narrative: nobody wants her growing inside themselves. She is the 

cuckoo in the nest.  

 

  



KIT 

They don’t really give the baby nicknames like Berry or Silverfish or Cuckoo. Maybe they could 

have, if they were different people or it was a different world. An alternate draft of the universe. 

But here and now, with who they are and what the baby is, those names are nothing but an 

optimistic fiction.  

The things Tania really offers up as potential nicknames are ‘Voodoo Deathbaby’ and ‘Twitchy’ and 

‘Bee Zord’, which is a riff on bezoar, the stony mass made of compacted hair that can form in 

stomachs.  

“Is there a name for those cool ovarian tumors that have teeth and hair? We could call it after 

that,” she suggests, one afternoon when Kit has forbidden yet another of her horrible suggestions 

(‘Milk Vortex’).  

“’It’ is fine. Let’s just stick with ‘it’,” Kit says, though as soon as the words are out of his mouth he 

knows that he’ll never be able to call the baby it again.  

He knew someone through the Gay-Straight-Alliance at school who demanded ‘it’ as a pronoun. 

Kit couldn’t make himself comply, no matter what the “punk-rock reclamation sensibilities behind 

highlighting the depersonalisation of genderqueer identities” were at play. He just couldn’t. He 

couldn’t call a person an it.  

In the end, he’d had to stop hanging around the GSA, just to avoid the possibility of being forced 

into refusing the request actively, rather than simply through avoidance.  

There had been other stuff about the GSA that had made him uncomfortable, but the pronoun 

thing was the memory that made his skin crawl even now, even beside the genuine horrors he’d 

had to live through since. He couldn’t call somebody ‘it’.  

And now that he’d realised that he’d been doing exactly that to the baby, he wouldn’t be able to 

keep on doing that, either.  

Not that it would matter for much longer. The due date couldn’t be that far off, even if they didn’t 

know exactly when it should be.  

“Oooh, ‘It’. That makes me think of Stephen King,” Tania told Kit chirpily. “Lots of great names 

there. What about ‘Misery’?”  

 

  



MARY 

Today is a bad day so far. I feel tired and frightened. I took the dogs for a walk and it was bright 

then, I felt all right for a few seconds, but now the brightness has faded and I feel alone with my 

fear. 

In a way, you’re here with me, though, aren’t you? I can’t sense you, of course -- time and 

empathy don’t work that way, or else there are many hands throughout history I would reach out 

to squeeze in comfort. Marie Antoinette would have company in her cold little cell. But she 

couldn’t feel me, any more than I can feel you. 

It might be that I’m going to die, and you’re reading this after my death. I wish the divide between 

us wasn’t so absolute. I wish I could feel you at my side. I wish, I wish.  

I have notes here for what I wanted to write about in this section. They say:  

How homestuck is like that 

homestuck to undertale 

all the other games, damn you davesprite tag 

interested for such a long time 

little girl intertextuality 

even then the pale girl wanted to be empress beyond her empire 

I don’t feel up to writing those, not right now. Maybe I’ll just write the last on the list, for the time 

being, and get to the others later.  

You see, when I was little I thought the bickering apothecary couple in The Neverending Story and 

the bickering apothecary couple in The Princess Bride were the same characters. That just made 

sense.  

I think that explains everything about me that came after it, in some ways. Every tenuous link and 

connection and echo and parallel between texts seemed absolute and important and true. All of 

these things are true, all at once, even the contradictions. Especially the contradictions.  

That’s what the ‘damn you davesprite’ note up there is about, but I’ll talk about that later. It’s too 

big, too exhausting. Too important that I explain it properly, because this might be my last chance 

to tell someone why it’s important to me. 

So, later. 

For now, the important part is this: when I was a little girl, I thought that the characters from The 

Neverending Story were perfectly capable of appearing in other, absolutely unrelated stories.  

Even then, the pale girl wanted to be Empress beyond her empire. 

  



DANIEL 

It is a bloody, bloody birth, because Kit is young and slightly built and anaemic. Daniel tries to stay 

cool-headed and be in control, but when he’s got Kit’s blood all over his arms and Kit’s screams in 

his ears, all he can think about are all the other men who’ve been where he is through human 

history, listening to their lover suffer through a pain that they can’t know. He figures that’s 

probably why midwives have been so important; they can understand better than chumps like 

Daniel can. 

Not that Tania is doing much to live up to her role as the only woman in the room. She brings Kit 

ice chips and damp cloths and prescription painkillers from her own stash, sure, but she also keeps 

saying things like  

“hey, what if it’s like the babies in Lost Souls and Twilight and it eats its way out?”  

and  

“ooo, do you think it will be born with a caul? Important babies in books mostly are. Does it even 

count as this eerie, rare thing if almost everyone in books has it happen?”  

And 

“I bet it has an egg tooth, like birds and lizards. That’s why there’s all that blood, cos it’s using the 

egg tooth to chip its way out.” 

“I don’t give a fuck if the baby has fucking hooves and horns, so long as I don’t have to be 

pregnant anymore,” Kit snarls at Tania, squeezing her hand so hard that Daniel half expects her to 

wind up with broken bones.  

“See, this could be much worse. Imagine how much giving birth to horns and hooves would be,” 

Tania replies. Kit’s only response is a wail.  

The day stretches on, endlessly on, and the night is creeping towards eleven before Kit bites down 

on the rolled-up washcloth in his mouth, screams so long and high that Daniel can’t help but 

imagine the tender inside of Kit’s throat tearing and bleeding from the force of it, and it’s done. 

No horns, no hooves. No egg tooth. Not even a caul.  

 

  



JARED 

Daniel holds it when it’s free of Kit’s body and Jared stares, transfixed by this tiny alien creature 

that has revealed itself to the world. Babies in movies never look like this when they’re newborn, 

even in movies that are meant to be super gritty and realistic. They look more formed somehow. 

Kit’s baby is squashed up and tiny and covered in weird slimy gore, even more gore than the rest 

of them have on them and that is saying something, because the rest of them are pretty fucking 

gory. 

“It’s a girl,” Tania says, somehow deciphering the mystery of miniature mottled pink and slick skin 

enough to recognise human characteristics.  

“Seriously?” Kit snaps, giving Tania an extremely pointed look. “You literally just saw someone 

who is not a girl push a human being out of his vagina. If there was ever a time to leave the gender 

essentialism out of shit, now would be it.”  

Tania rolls her eyes. “Probably a girl. The odds are better that it’s a girl than that it’s a human 

being, all told.”  

Still looking grumpy – which, considering the just-gave-birth part, Jared can’t fault – Kit reaches his 

hands out in Daniel’s direction. “Give me my probably-not-human-maybe-girl before it imprints on 

your ugly mug.” 

“It might not be human but I’m pretty sure it’s not a duckling, either,” Daniel says, carefully 

carefully carefully passing the baby to Kit.  

“Duckling?” Tania asks. 

“Those are the ones that imprint, right?”  

Jared ignores the rest of their conversation, his attention fixed completely on Kit and the baby.  

“Hello, little bird,” Kit whispers to his child, touching one finger to one tiny, tiny cheek.  

The baby lets out a gulping, angry wail, and Jared is bewitched.  

 

  



MARY 

When I was a teenager I registered the domain inkstigmata.net as a place to keep my writing. I 

was so very, very in love with the notion of myself as afflicted by a divine but terrible burden. I had 

plans for a tattoo on my wrist of the latin word sacer, because I read that it meant both ‘sacred’ 

and ‘cursed’ and I earnestly believed this summed up what it meant to be a writer.  

Now I understand that sacred and cursed are just different ways to say ‘touched by something 

bigger’. I don’t know if writing counts as that. Maybe sometimes, from some minds. Shakespeare 

probably was. My concept of the sublime, these days, is pretty different to what it’s meant to be, I 

think. I love music concerts. I loved the robot restaurant in Shinjuku. I love anything that’s 

outrageous and ridiculous and stupid and imperfect and joyful. That’s what sublime means to me 

now. Maybe that’s blasphemy, in the eyes of people who experience deep and perfect religious 

devotions.  

There’s a line in a My Chemical Romance song: You keep eternity, give us the radio. I love that line 

a lot. I’d rather have the carnivalesque, earthy, impermanent, noisy joy of a music show than the 

pristine piety of an unsullied, unfallen life.  

 

  



KIT 

They name her Eve. 

 

  



MARY 

I still have the print-out of the size and font I was going to get my sacer tattoo in. I wish I knew the 

name of the font. I was trying to search for it now, so I could tell you. So not even that detail will 

be lost if I die. But I don’t want to look for too long. My time isn’t unlimited, after all. So I’m not 

going to keep searching. Some things are inevitably lost. 

I still have the print-out, in one of my collage books. In the first one, from when I was eighteen. I 

love my collage books. I wish I could take you through them page by page, explain each thing. 

Here is the bright border of the stationery I bought when I went to the cafe with my baby cousin 

and my grandmother, and we sat and ate bakery food and I miss her.  

Here is my near-incoherent joy, the first time I saw a proof cover for a novel I’d written.  

I was here. I was here. I was here. 

I guess if I die, they’ll be thrown out. They don’t mean anything, if I’m not there to explain.  

 

  



JARED 

In almost every way she is a perfectly normal baby. Then, after that, she is almost a normal 

toddler. Her first steps are indoors, on carpet, and so leave no record, but soon enough she is 

walking her wobbling unsure baby walk on the ground outside, where the earth is soft from the 

rain and Eve’s small feet leave prints.  

She has the soft, dimpled legs and arms that inevitably lead those around her to pretend to gnaw 

at her pale plump limbs, declaring that they’re going to eat her up. 

The declarations make Eve smile. Her teeth are tiny and new.  

“Why do we all say that?” Jared asks one day, after chasing Eve across the living room and playing 

at gobbling every bit of her. 

“Well, you three are probably cannibals, but I got it from Where the Wild Things Are,” Tania 

answers with typical Tania tact. “You know, that whole line ‘Oh please don’t go, we’ll eat you up, 

we love you so’.” 

“I loved that book when I was tiny. I kept telling everyone my name was Max,” Kit says, voice a 

little quieter even than his usual quiet tones. “My mother got so sick of me doing that, she threw 

the book away. Most of my games were about being a boy, even then. She hated it.”  

“Let’s get a copy of it for Eve,” says Daniel. “We should start reading to her.” 

“Hey, I read to her all the time!” 

“Reading out pages from Silence of the Lambs until she falls asleep doesn’t count, Tania.” 

“It wasn’t Silence of the Lambs, it was Red Dragon. Get your serial killers straight.” 

Jared covers his face with his palms. “We are definitely getting Eve some picture books.” 

 

  



MARY 

Mum has arrived. I am keeping up appearances -- laughing and joking with Eris, lighthearted 

conversation. I keep telling her it’s not a big deal, things will be fine, things will be fine. It’s not 

working.  

I wish there was some way I could keep this whole thing from her. I wish I could carry this alone. I 

want her to worry less. I want everyone to worry less. I want it to be over. I want to survive. I 

won’t even mind the hideous weeks of recovery, because they will mean that my two worst 

things: everyone worrying, and the potential for my own death… they will both be over and done 

with.  

I want to be back in Japan. I want to be walking from the little blue house down the road to the 

bus stop. I want to buy inari from the Lawson with the umbrella stand out the front, or a single 

boiled egg from the one near the station. I even want to go on Japan’s frazzling railway systems 

again. I want, I want. I want. I want so much to live. 

Me, who wrote a whole zine called Sharpest in 2008, tens of thousands of words, about the 

struggle against depression and towards survival, about running away across the world after a 

friend’s suicide.  

A few years later, one of my closest friends lost a sibling to suicide. It was during his service, 

looking at his family, that I knew with absolute and complete certainty that I would never, ever kill 

myself. I have never wanted to, not once, in the years since. Even when crying and bleeding in the 

stall of a public toilet, I never wanted to die. The monster was finally quietened. 

Was she there, then? The pale girl? Did she sit within me as I sat within that church, and had that 

revelation? 

There was a moment, as I stepped out of the church and into the open air outside, when I 

experienced a tangible and profound gratitude for the passing of time. In the past, the passing of 

time had always terrified me, pulling me away from the known and familiar towards the strange 

and dangerous. But I was so grateful for it then. I was so grateful that time moves, we breathe, we 

mourn, we live. We aren’t inside that church forever.  

But now I’m afraid again. The future is unseeable and black, and I know the only way out of this 

sucky sucky present is to move towards it, but I am so scared. I wish it could move in reverse. That 

I was back in Japan, eating my ekibento on the shinkansen. Watching the beautiful crowds from 

the second-story restaurant windows in Harajuku. Oh, I loved Harajuku. I left a piece of my heart 

behind in that day. I wish I could go back to it now, and live in it, static, forever and ever. 

But time and life don’t work like that. We leave pieces of our hearts behind in the memories of the 

good days, but we can’t go back. Only forward, into the dark.  

 

  



DANIEL 

More often than not, it’s Daniel who takes the role of bedtime storyteller, until it’s so expected 

that Eve’s demands are personalised: “Danny, read the train book!” and “Danny, I want the fox 

story!” 

So Daniel reads her the train book (which is Night on the Galactic Railroad by Kenji Miyazawa) and 

the fox story (which is The Little Prince by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry) and a dozen others. Together, 

by the light of Eve’s night light (a yellow crescent moon) they explore fantastical kingdoms and 

ruined cities, creep into dungeons and explore galaxies, save princesses and are saved in turn by 

them.  

Eve’s hunger for stories is insatiable, so much so that it’s a rare occurrence that her bedtime story 

actually helps get her to sleep. More often by far, Daniel’s the one to end the session.  

“My eyes are tired, baby. That’s enough for tonight.” 

“I’m not a baby! And how can just your eyes be tired?” 

“I used to wear reading glasses,” Daniel explains, putting their latest adventure back atop the pile. 

“And I need an even stronger prescription now, but we don’t have very much money anymore. 

Glasses are expensive. Without them, I get headaches.” 

“Headaches aren’t the same as tired eyes.” 

That makes him laugh. “All right, Miss Logic. You’re right. It’s just a figure of speech. When I say 

that my eyes are tired, it means I’m getting a headache from reading so much.”  

It’s several bedtimes’ worth of stories before Eve mentions the subject again. “Danny?” 

“Hmm?” 

“You know the Red Dragon?” 

He thinks over the recent possible suspects. “Smaug, you mean?” 

“No, the one in Tania’s book. The one they call a monster and a demon and a fairy, as well as a 

Red Dragon.” 

Daniel’s forehead crinkles with surprised, concerned furrows, as he remembers the gruesome 

detective stories Tania used to read to Eve when Eve was a baby.  

“You really remember that?”  

Eve nods. “Mmhm. He isn’t really any of those things though, is he? He’s just a person.” 

“There aren’t any people like that anywhere near here, I promise,” Daniel answers. “You never 

have to be scared of that. And those other things aren’t real.”  

Eve’s peal of bright laughter breaks the dark, strange mood of the moment.  



Sitting up, she leans over, pecking a kiss onto his worry-creased forehead, as if he’s the child in 

need of no-nonsense reassurance. “Silly Daniel. They’re just as real as we are.”  

He never gets a headache from reading again, after that kiss. 

 

  



MARY 

After I finished Sharpest, in October of 2008, I had an extremely serious allergic reaction and 

wound up being rushed to the emergency room in an ambulance.  

Before it arrived, when I was crying and puking and hysterical and barely conscious, I told my 

friends to tell my mother that I loved her. I remember thinking to myself At least I finished 

Sharpest. At least people will be able to read that. 

I keep thinking similar things about this -- At least I will have time to finish the pale girl story. At 

least people will be able to read that. And then I get afraid, because what if thinking that is enough 

to make my brain give up, stop it trying desperately to stay alive once the time comes? But I lived 

through the allergic reaction. So maybe I will live through this as well. 

Live Through This is the name of the band Hole’s most famous album. I saw Hole live when I was 

sixteen, about a month after I first read the Courtney Love biography. I saw Courtney Love live 

when I was 32, and when I posted a photo of her onstage to my Instagram I captioned it This is 

what church should feel like.  

The line is from Rant by Chuck Palahniuk, a glorious lurch through all the bright, vibrant, violent, 

messy, ugly, weird, dangerous, thrilling ways that people find to feel alive. It’s about other things, 

too, but that’s the thing that always sticks out for me: the quest for authenticity of experience, 

and how far from pure and safe and easy the attainment of such a thing is.  

I used the line in a video game I wrote, too -- I didn’t steal it, I said it was from a book, but I quoted 

it. There was a time when I very much intended to get it as a tattoo. It was like a mantra, a life 

motto. Sweat emotion impermanence physicality and raw sheer life. This is what church should 

feel like.  

Another game I had a hand in was the unofficial (read: extremely unofficial, pirated, frowned 

upon, etc) english translation of a japanese game called Lamento: beyond the void. I was a beta 

tester for it, starting work in 2014. Finishing work in 2014. While I was in New Zealand at the start 

of 2015 the head of the project team wrote to me and asked if I could do a bunch more work on it, 

which I was delighted to say yes to. I love the game. In the end, I wound up getting a big, pretty 

tattoo of one of the minor characters on my arm, a strange harlequin lizard trickster boy who 

antagonises the lead heroes. I’m looking at him now, there inked on my arm, by the white glow of 

my screen in the dark. It’s 1:20am. I can’t sleep. My psychiatrist warned me that if insomnia 

became a problem, I should get pills for it. Insomnia will seriously impede my road to recovery, 

after the operation. Provided I survive the operation in the first place. 

There is a line in Lamento that has become as important to me as this is what church should feel 

like from Rant is important to me. The line from Lamento comes when a character returns to a 

cave where, many years earlier, he fought a terrifying demon and lost one of his eyes in the 

process of vanquishing it. He left his sword behind after the fight, and it has lain there ever since.  

Now he is back in the cave, and so is the demon, and it’s time for a rematch. The demon tells him 

that it’s time to fight, that it’s time to die, because there’s no way the hero can defeat the demon 

with nothing but his puny sword. 



And the hero looks at that weapon, the one that served him so well in that first battle. 

And he says this is no longer my sword. 

He is grown up, now. He has a better sword. He has new skills that he didn’t have the first time 

around. He’s bigger, and stronger. The demon tried to trick him into thinking he was still the child 

he used to be.  

This is no longer my sword. 

It became the thing I thought to myself whenever I was faced with deciding the future of 

something that had been meaningful to me in the past, but didn’t have the same role it once had. 

A ring I’d worn since I was fourteen, which had developed a weak point in the band and had 

started pinching a bit of skin whenever I moved my finger too much… that ring meant a lot of me. 

I’d worn it through every good moment and every bad moment of those long years. But now it 

wasn’t serving me well. This is no longer my sword. So I took the ring off.  

Music, books, clothing -- it was liberating to be able to let them go. Just because I didn’t need 

them now didn’t diminish how important they had been to me in the past. Time moves on. 

Moments end. This is no longer my sword. I could let those objects leave my life, on to their own 

next adventure, and I could set off on mine without the needless weight of them on my back.  

 

  



DANIEL 

One early morning, when Evie is seven years old, she interrupts Daniel’s reading and sits down on 

his lap, imperious as any princess ever was.  

“Plait my hair,” she demands, handing him an elastic. 

Daniel, pretending to sigh, begins plaiting Evie’s hair. “Why don’t you ask Tania? She’s a girl.” 

Evie gives a derisive snort. “You’re a moron.” 

“That’s such a polite way to talk to someone doing you a favour. Stop fidgeting or you’ll mess it 

up.”  

Evie manages to stay still for approximately four seconds before she’s squirming again. “I’m going 

to go to school today. The class is learning about animals. Did you know that kiwi birds don’t have 

an egg tooth to help them out of their shells? They have to kick and kick, and sometimes their 

beaks get all squished and weird!” She giggles. 

Daniel’s hands hardly falter in their work. His voice is calm when he speaks. “Doesn’t anybody ever 

notice you, when you go to school? Don’t they ask you who you are?” 

“Nope.” Evie grins. She’s missing one incisor, the adult tooth growing into the space nothing more 

than the faintest hint of white at her gumline. “Never. We’re learning about stoats today. I like 

stoats, I think. All the pictures I’ve seen of them are cute-cute-cute-cute-CUTE. Can I have a pet 

stoat? I’ll look after it I promise. I could teach it tricks and we could join a circus and… what’s 

wrong, why have you stopped?” 

Daniel takes a deep breath. “When you make people forget to wonder about you, that frightens 

me.” 

Evie purses her lips, brows furrowed in thought. “I could make it so I was a proper person.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“I could get a birth certificate. And report cards. And a baby stoat that was mine and-” 

“No baby stoats,” Daniel says sternly. “But that’s a good idea, otherwise. Do you want that? Do 

you want to go to school all the time?” 

Evie nods. “Okay. But I’ll still have to make sure nobody wonders about you and Kit and Tania and 

Jared, you know. You are all weeeee-iiiiii-rrrrrrrr-ddddddddd.” She shakes her head from side to 

side, making crazy expressions. Daniel can’t help but smile at her antics, despite the cold fear still 

sitting leaden in his stomach.  

With the suddenness only seven-year-olds can manage, Evie’s face turns serious. “Are you scared 

of me? Not just the things I do, but of me?” 

Daniel wraps his arms around her in a gentle hug. “I love you. You’re my little girl. I love you so, so 

much.” 



“But are you scared?” 

“Sometimes.” 

She pulls away from the hug, just enough that she can look him in the eye. Her expression is still 

and serious, without either malice or warmth.  

“I could make you not scared,” Evie tells him. 

Daniel shakes his head. “Please don’t do that.” 

“You wouldn’t even have to know you’d ever been scared in the first place.” 

“No, Evie.” It is a long time since he has felt this afraid. 

Her distant, appraising expression lasts for another heartbeat before it changes to the sunny smile 

of earlier, and a moment later Evie jumps down from his lap and runs away.  

“I’ll see you after school!” she yells as she goes.  

“Be safe!” Daniel calls after her retreating form, and tries to still the shaking in his hands.  

 

  



MARY 

I’ve been to the neurosurgeon now. He was nice. Soft-spoken. In his soft-spoken voice, reassuring 

and even-toned, he said to my mother “no parent wants their child to go through this. But, if you’ll 

excuse the expression, shit happens.” 

He was so reassuring that I felt silly for being so afraid. In hindsight I feel slightly less silly, and 

mostly glad that he’s allayed my mother’s fears.  

I noticed that he spoke of the potential for ‘fluid’ to drip from my nose, without ever calling it 

‘cerebrospinal fluid that you may need a lumbar puncture to drain’. Same way that my Ear, Nose, 

Throat doctor never outright told me I have a brain tumor; there was just ‘something there’ that 

needed to be removed.  

Waiting at the train station afterward, I made these notes in my Hello Kitty notebook: 

He scrolled the wheel and the image roiled like smoke or mercury. There she was, the pale girl, 

graceful in her ghostwhite dress as the shuffle of MRI slices made her dance.  

I recognised her instantly on his screen - I knew she was mine, and not some other tumor on his 

desktop. I had already memorised the silhouette of her, eight days after diagnosis. 

The neurosurgeon told us “the important word to remember is benign”. If you google benign, it 

says 1. gentle and kind, 2. (of a disease) not harmful in effect.  

I know tumors are described as benign to differentiate them from the ones that are malignant, 

malevolent, actively harmful and poisonous and terrible. I know my pale girl is none of these 

things. She’s not actively working to murder me. She just doesn’t belong where she is. She’s 

causing harm simply by existing in a place that does not want her. 

When I would look up and up and up at the staggering mountains awash with green on the South 

Island, I would comfort myself in the face of such scale and scope with the reminder that, no 

matter how big it all seemed, it all fitted inside my head. The entire night sky, all those billions of 

light years of space, fitted inside my head. My consciousness could contain an entire universe, if it 

had to. I didn’t have to be scared of space, of the night sky, of death. I could contain whatever I 

needed to.  

Even then, at the exact moment I thought those thoughts and comforts to myself, the pale girl was 

there in my head already, like a baby bird inside a shell. Small enough to stay unseen for now, but 

growing, growing.  

The bird and the shell can’t both exist, not forever. One of them has to destroy the other’s future 

in order to survive.  

 

  



GARDEN 

Eve is in her garden, looking melancholy. Kit sits down beside her, watching the evening wind 

move the fronds and leaves and branches of the plants around them. The two of them are quiet 

together for a while. Eve curls and uncurls her toes in the dirt. There are sandflies in the air, but 

none try to bite them.  

“Stoats can’t help what they are,” Eve says softly. “It’s not their fault.” 

Kit sits and listens. The day has ended almost completely around them. Jared is singing along to 

the radio, off key, as he cooks dinner. The glow of the kitchen light paints a square of gold across 

the vegetable patch, throwing all the rest around it into an even darker shade of navy. 

“The man who came to talk about stoats called them evil little fuckers. But it’s not their fault they 

were introduced to this country. Nobody asked them. It’s not their fault that they’re hungry. They 

have to steal eggs to eat. They’re hungry. That isn’t their fault.” 

Eve’s feet are white against the dark earth. She almost never wears shoes unless she has to. She’s 

a wildling child. When the weather is warmer, she’ll turn nut-brown from the hours of swimming 

in the sunlight that she’ll spend. But for now she’s pale.  

Her voice is a whisper when she speaks again. “It’s not their fault they’re evil. That’s just how they 

are.” 

 

  



MARY 

This morning after breakfast Mum and I talked about books and stories and rock stars and 

tragedies. I said “A tragedy is where you get to the final battle and you desperately want both 

sides to win.” and my mother replied “nobody wins in a tragedy.” 

I’m so impressed at people who can write tragedies. The story that made me see that shape, that 

horrible confrontation between beloved characters, was Ishida Sui’s Tokyo Ghoul. It’s a perfect 

operatic tragedy. 

In slightly different form, but absolutely a perfect operatic tragedy itself, is the end of the second 

season of Hannibal, where love is hideous and gory and cruel and inevitable. I don’t like the third 

season much; I’m too fond of the novel Red Dragon to accept a fairly lacklustre adaptation of it as 

the basis upon which to build a gothic romance, but the end of the second season is grand guignol 

theatre. 

I just looked up that term, grand guignol, to make sure I had it spelled right. The direct translation 

is “theatre of the great puppet”. That seems fitting, as words to include in the story I’m telling you 

now. In my notes for the story, the notes I abandoned in March when I gave up, I wrote at an 

earlier point in the narrative 

Tania gets more paperbacks. Writers are cruel gods.  

Finger puppets. Four, one for each finger. Eve adores them, aren’t they too small for a baby to play 

with, cries whenever taken away. 

I galloped over those scenes when I was patching this together, because I am galloping through so 

much. I want to make sure this is written. Done is better than perfect.  

I imagine my pale girl sitting, leafing through the manuscript critically (even though this will never 

be a physical manuscript; I’m going to put it online instead) and looking up at me from time to 

time, saying 

“So, what, does the cult just not care anymore? They went from being this huge unseen threat to 

not being there at all. Is the kid hiding the five of them from detection? If that’s the case, why 

didn’t you bother to write that? Where are they living now, what do they do with their time, why 

are you being so lazy with your worldbuilding?” 

and 

“Weren’t you going to have a scene when Kit was pregnant where he couldn’t stomach food 

anymore? After his appetite had been growing more and more towards, like, rare meat and stuff? 

I get that you’ve been a vegetarian for fifteen years now but most people don’t actually think 

having a character eat meat is all that gross and icky, Mary. But more to the point, where’s that 

scene you planned, where Kit hadn’t been able to keep down food in days and then finally, face 

clammy and pale, he’d admitted to Jared that the baby wanted blood, the baby was starving for it, 

and Jared had bought a craft scalpel and made a little cut on a wrist already marked with scars, 

this cut a little horizontal one, not vertical, not dangerous, just a little cut for Kit to suckle on, to 

draw the blood in with a hungry desperate groan.”  



and 

“Which, by the way, is kind of fucked up.” 

and  

“Are you even going to mention that you took the seed of so much of this from a Japanese dating 

sim, Mary? I feel like you should. Your word count, as of this sentence, was 14621 words, and you 

haven’t used the words sweet pool together yet, which is kind of really fucking disingenuous.” 

 

  



TANIA 

When Evie’s ten she has this game she plays with Tania, one that Jared says is obnoxious and 

gross. But Jared’s always been kind of prim and prudish; he would have done better out of life if 

he’d been snatched up by some born-again fundie squad who made him strum guitar and knock 

on doors and wear weird underwear, or whatever it is that creepo God-religions do, as opposed to 

creepo Devil-religions, which are the ones Tania has experience with. 

Even though it was seriously shit luck for Jared that he got nabbed by the latter rather than the 

former, Tania is kind of grateful it turned out that way. The dumb priss is like a little brother to 

her, with an energy and hope that Tania hadn’t ever really had and is probably too old to ever 

wind up with by now.  

Anyway, the game Tania and Evie play is that Evie goes “Auntie Tania, where do babies come 

from?” even though she’s ten years old and went through a phase of reading books about 

pregnancy and childbirth ages ago. The books were all of the thrift-store kind, because Tania 

hasn’t and will never cure herself of that particular addiction, so they didn’t have stuff about trans 

dads getting knocked up in them. So not only has Evie learned all the technical stuff from books, 

she’s also had a bunch of long discussions with Daniel and Kit about biology and gender and all 

that crap that Tania doesn’t care all that much about. Point is, there has never been a kid in less 

need of ‘the talk’ than Evie at this point.  

Today Evie’s wearing her current favourite outfit, which her regular nightgown with a pair of 

cheap fairy wings from the dollar store worn with it. Her hair’s a mess, with a couple of leaves in it 

from her endless, fearless explorations of the green around their little house, and her feet are 

bare.  

Even though her wings are so obviously made from white pantyhose material, silver glitter, and 

wire, the never-quite-earthly air that Evie always carries along with her makes her seem as if she 

might just be a real fairy, after all.  

“Auntie Tania, where do babies come from?” she asks, perching on the arm of the vintage, 

collapsing couch that Tania likes to lie on to read. There are the tiniest remnants of red polish on 

Evie’s toenails.  

“Poorly thought out choices. The birth canal. Take your pick,” Tania answers today. Thinking up 

extensively graphic and horrible answers is only fun if Jared is around to get grossed out by them.  

“What about… fairies? Where do fairies come from?” Evie asks. “Do they have wings from the 

start, like birds, or do they grow them later, like butterflies?” 

“Hmm.” Tania shoves her hair away from her face and huffs thoughtfully. “Isn’t there a bit in Peter 

Pan about how they get born when babies laugh, or some saccharine bullshit like that?”  

Evie makes a face. “I don’t like the bit where the audience has to clap to save Tink’s life. When 

they have to prove that they believe in fairies in order to keep her alive. Almost none of them 

think it’s really true. They know it’s fake. They have to lie and do a fake thing, and say they believe 

in it as a true thing, to pretend to save a fairy that isn’t real. That’s creepy and weird, isn’t it?” 



Tania makes a face and shrugs at her. “You’re asking the wrong asshole, kid. I was one of my dad’s 

many failed attempts to build an antichrist. I am not an expert on how to tell if something’s creepy 

and weird, you know? I kind of grew up wading in it.”  

They’ve had that talk with Evie, too. About the things Tania’s dad did to Tania’s mother, and to 

Tania, and the things he did to Kit. They’ve explained how they aren’t even sure who Evie’s 

biological dad is, assuming she has a human biological dad at all. They explained all that when Evie 

was eight years old, using as much kid-appropriate language as they could. None of it seemed to 

come as any surprise to her. She’d just listened, and then nodded, and then asked if she could go 

out for a walk in the woods until dinner.  

As far as “you’re my father’s successful attempt at building the antichrist” discussions went, it had 

been about as good as something like that could be.  

That’s why they’d fled to New Zealand. The fact it was remote had been a factor, of course, but 

that had only been about half the reason. There had always been a tiny chance, a hope they’d 

never let themselves hope for, that Tania’s dad and his minions wouldn’t find them. That they’d 

buried themselves deep enough out of sight that they wouldn’t meet the grisly end that they’d 

expected. 

And, if that incredibly lucky eventuality came to pass, the next thing to worry about would be the 

care and feeding of fucking Lucifer’s heir.  

So they’d picked New Zealand’s South Island, because it’s too much of what it is for ideas like good 

and evil to even matter. The Devil, God, how can comparatively tiny concepts like that ever 

compete again the mountains and mountains and mountains, the harsh beauty of coastlines 

adorned in bleached driftwood, the rainforests.  

Some of the trees on the South Island, the beeches, are older than the continents and oceans. 

Everything around them is the relic of another age.  

Daniel had once put it like that; had pointed out how timeless everything was. Tania had been a 

fucking wiseass about it, naturally, and had replied “I know, right? I found a record store in 

Dunedin that sells cassettes. I mean, shit, the fact that there’s still record stores at all is kind of 

amazing.”  

It’s like a whole world made up of the place Tania used to make her imagination run away to, an 

entire universe of nothing but horizon.  

 

  



MARY 

I have admitted to my mother that behind the smiles and jokes and endless humor, I have been 

writing about how afraid I am. She hugged me tight and tried her best not to cry. We had a good 

long talk about everything and nothing, silly and sophisticated ideas bouncing back and forth. 

The thought I might leave her without such conversations is so upsetting I cannot contemplate it. 

Yet another fear that, in the end, cannot fit inside my head.  

She and I are atheists. That’s funny, isn’t it? That an atheist like me should have written so many 

different stories about the devil. I blame Milton. 

Yesterday morning she said to me “the only kind of praying I can imagine doing is the kind where 

people pray to their ancestors. I’d much rather do that -- pray to your grandparents, the ones 

who’d be invested in your wellbeing, rather than an impartial God.”  

I don’t believe in the afterlife. This would probably all be a lot easier if I did, but I don’t. So I don’t 

believe that my grandfather or my grandmother are still existent in some way in and of 

themselves, beyond the dear memories and mementoes that those who loved them hold. They 

are in my heart, but that isn’t the same as being.  

When I’m under anaesthetic, whether I wake up from it or not, I won’t be. My mind will be shut 

off and my brain will be pinned off to one side, like a tent flap held open to allow visitors past. I 

will be in the same no-place, non-being that my ancestors are. 

I don’t believe in an afterlife. They won’t be waiting there to cradle me. Each and every one of us 

dies alone.  

My grandmother died alone. I’d sat by her bedside for so many hours, but when the time finally 

came I was at my mother’s house, washing my hair, or maybe getting dressed into fresh clothes to 

wear when I went back to resume my vigil. I wasn’t there. She died alone. 

In 2013 on the 30th of August I wrote a story. It was one of those rarities, a story that is just so 

easy, that just flows, that’s so good it feels like it came through me, not from me. The third Wolf 

House book in 2009 was like that, too. 

This story was named Water Church and it has never let me go. The original is only 5,633 words 

long but it has always been bigger in my head, even before I wrote it. I’ve turned over different 

ways of telling the rest in my head so many times that some are beginning to wear smooth, like 

river rocks.  

I hoped that one day I’d be good enough to write it. That I’d know exactly the words that I should 

use. It makes me so sad, so regretful, that this might never come to pass now. All the stories of the 

water church might die with me. 

It reminds me of a poem I read, years and years and years ago, about a girl who finds a dead 

tortoise and, while inspecting the parts of it under its shell, notices that its bladder is full. The 

poem says what a tragedy it would be, to die unemptied.  



I have rarely felt that as strongly as I do now. I cannot die. There is so much still within me that I 

must let free. The water church story hasn’t been written yet. I can’t go.  

My mother says “the vet has my number, I told him to call if anything happens. Not that I know 

what I’d do if he did call. Send Mike around to pat her.” 

My cat is 19, almost 20. The cancer on her neck is huge and hideous. When she was first 

diagnosed, back in March or February, my vote was against surgery. Then, as now, general 

anaesthetic terrifies me. I was born under it, and went under it at four and six years old (for tonsils 

and ears respectively; these small wounds later helped hide the tumor from my notice, because I 

was used to deafness) but it frightens me. It frightens me so much. My mother is deeply sure that 

it was the thing that weakened my grandfather and led to his death a few years later.  

I’ve still got my wisdom teeth, painful enough always that they too helped mask the tumor in my 

skull, at age 33. Almost 34. I am going to believe in my future. I am almost 34. 

My jaw and teeth are very, very sore today, and most days, because that is preferable to general 

anaesthetic. My teeth are yet more things that I must deal with, things that refuse to fit inside my 

head. My old defenses have been thwarted.  

In the middle of the year, after my grandmother died in Brisbane, I had to return to Melbourne 

only a couple of days later, because otherwise the launch of my latest novel would be cancelled, 

and that felt horribly ungrateful to my publisher. I don’t have the best memories of the event; I 

was so tired and sad.  

At this same time, Eris was scheduled for a gastroscopy. A general anaesthetic.  

And so it was that I wound up with a terrible choice. I got reminded of all this by my mother 

wondering what she’d do if my cat became ill in Brisbane, while I’m ill in Melbourne. Where do 

you go? How do you choose? 

For me, the choice was this: In Melbourne, Eris, coming home from the hospital after the 

procedure, in need of support. On the same day, in Brisbane, my grandmother’s funeral was going 

to be held, and my family -- my mother especially -- would need my support.  

I cried and sobbed over that dilemma much more than I had cried over my grandmother’s death. 

Her loss had broken my heart, and still breaks my heart when I think of it. But my profound grief 

had held no element of choice in it. Now I had to pick. I could not avoid a decision. I wept. 

Whatever I chose, I would dismay someone I loved.  

Maybe this is as good a time as any to talk about dating sims. 

 

  



TANIA’S GUIDE TO HOW STUPID MARY IS ABOUT DATING SIMS 

Dating sims, or “visual novels” if you’re gonna be a precious asshole about terminology, are a 

genre of video game originating in Japan, where the choices your protagonist/player character 

makes send them off down one of several plot routes, each of which typically includes a different 

romantic partner and several different endings of various clusterfuckery and/or Disney birds 

twittering moronically as you live happily ever after.  

Sounds about as fun as getting teeth pulled, right? But, whatever, who am I to judge what gets 

other people off. I’ve read all of the Vampire Chronicles multiple times, even the shitty later ones 

where the plots make no fucking sense and the writing is like spoiled milk. What I’m saying is, we 

all love garbage, and the garbage Mary loves isn’t any garbaggier than anyone else’s. 

But the really fucking idiotic thing is how fucked up about them she gets. Like, she has probably 

spent more time feeling guilty and shitty over not dating fictional characters in video games than 

she has over the real, actual people that she’s been a selfish shitty asshole to when they’ve 

wanted romances in real life and she hasn’t.  

Because okay, you know how I said that the different choices send you off down different plot 

routes? The only way you get the whole shape of the whole story is if you do all the routes. Date 

all the different characters, one after the other. And it’s pretty typical that when you’re down one 

route, enormously fucked up shit happens to the other characters. Best-case scenario, they never 

resolve whatever deep and hideous personal issues they have that gave their particular route its 

dramatic tension. Worst-case scenario, well, there’s this one dating sim Mary really loves where 

you date all these different pigeons, right, and if you’re on this one route with this evil doctor 

partridge guy, then you end up eating Mary’s personal favourite potential pigeon boyfriend as 

Christmas dinner.  

Okay, when I put it that way it’s maybe kind of understandable that these games have made Mary 

really fucked up, even if it’s not in the ways she imagines them to have done so.  

Mary gets fucked up way beyond just the ‘these games have murder and violence and rape and 

horrible horrible endings’ kind of fucked up that you’d expect, though. Mary goes to this whole 

metatextual, crazy place with it.  

She’s obsessed with the way that all the different routes have to be played to uncover the entirety 

of the story, making the characters survive through horrible timelines and leave behind happy 

ones.  

There’s a tag on her tumblr where she collects all her posts about how fucked up she feels about 

this shit, because of course there fucking is. I’m looking through it now, and she’s actually 

conflated two different kinds of metatextual awareness into a single tag, along with general angst 

about having to exclude some characters from happiness in order to give it to others 

(see now why she had that dumb segue from talking about choosing between being in Melbourne 

for Eris or being in Brisbane for her mother? Mary is a goddamn disaster) 



the two different types of textual awareness are: characters who understand that they are inside a 

game or story, but still have a ‘fourth wall’, and those characters who can perceive and sometimes 

even interact with the player or audience.  

Tinkerbell being saved by the audience’s applause is the second kind. A character being aware of 

saves and reloads is the first. That’s the kind of the tag got its name from -- Mary’s tag for this shit 

is “damn you davesprite”, after a character from this now defunct and vanished dating sim called 

Namco High. Davesprite was pretty fucked up himself, burdened with the knowledge that his 

route wasn’t the “true route” and that the only thing that existed beyond the end of the game was 

a reset back to zero. And the worst part was, he’d remember that you’d played before, and be 

forced to miserably go through the same heartbreaks with every replay of the game.  

Before Davesprite was a character in Namco High, he was a character in the webcomic 

Homestuck. Mary had all these fuckin notes written out about the shit she wanted to say about 

Homestuck, as if anyone’s going to give a fucking shit about what she thought of some insane 

complicated webcomic if she goes and snuffs it while they’re trepanning her fucked up head. 

Forget that. Even people without brain tumors don’t have time for that shit, and she especially 

doesn’t.  

I’m still looking through her tumblr tag while I write all this. She’s got a bunch of stuff from this 

one dating sim, 君と彼女と彼女の恋, aka Kimi to Kanojo to Kanojo no Koi, aka The love of me and 

her and her.  

In that game, after you date the first girl and get your happy ending and blah blah blah, and start 

again to go on the other route with the other girl, the first girl remembers. She remembers all the 

promises you made her, all the ways you said she was the only one for you. There’s nobody else 

for her. There can’t be. The nature of these games is that only the protagonist can save the love 

interests. There’s no dramatic tension if someone else will step in to save the princess if Mario 

decides he wants to do something else, I guess. If you ask me, that’s kind of fucked up.  

Mary obviously thought it was a little fucked up, too -- one of the video games she created herself 

is about a golden-haired pixel princess with a pretty pink dress, and the point of the game is for 

the princess to save herself. 

The fuckery of dating sims has been a big creative driver for Mary over the past couple of years. 

Which is insane and weird, but it’s not like I’m in any position to judge on that shit. I owe my 

existence, meta-textually, to this particular obsession of hers, after all.  

So anyway, Kimi to Kanojo to Kanojo no Koi. This girl knows exactly how fucked she is, and exactly 

whose fault it is. So she beats the protagonist to death with a baseball bat and begins addressing 

the player directly, staring out of the screen with wide-eyed intensity, her white dress and long 

black hair streaked with gore and blood. She breaks the game, and forces the player to participate 

on her terms.  

 One of the ways Mary wanted to tell more of her water church story was through a game, one 

with aspects kind of like that. I’ve gone back and looked at all her emails to the people she started 

to work on such a thing with, and they’re tens of thousands of words long because Mary can’t shut 



the fuck up to save herself. So I’m gonna have to cull it down to the most basic, important bits, I 

guess.  

Ugh, I’ll do that some other time. Talking directly to the audience of my own story is way too 

fucking disconcerting. Instead of that, let’s… send Kit and Daniel on a trip to the North Island. 

They can go tourist spots, or something. Someone should have some genuine fucking fun in this 

story for a change.  

 

  



KIT 

When Kit steps inside the high cave with its clusters of stalactites and stalagmites, the walls a layer 

cake of different rock hues, the word that fills his thoughts is cathedral. The air is still and cool and 

sacred, with none of the pungent guano smell that has always kept places like this extremely 

earthy and real and a little bit gross in Kit’s earlier experiences with caves.  

“This place is called the Cathedral,” Daniel tells him. Kit can’t help but give a quiet, wry chuckle. 

“I guess I’m not the first one to think it, then,” he explains, when Daniel looks at him 

questioningly. “I was just thinking that exact word.” 

“Singers and choirs come from all over the world to try the acoustics in here. Should we sing 

something?”  

Kit looks around at the ancient shapes, the points coming down and rising up like the jagged teeth 

of some creature from the deepest parts of the sea, an anglerfish’s crooked-knife mouth caught in 

the light of its lure. Some of them gleam with trickles of water, the little rivulets that carry 

microscopic chips of mineral. Over years and centuries and millennia, those chips of mineral will 

feed the lengths of the stalactites and stalagmites, making them even longer and stranger. 

“I’d feel presumptuous,” Kit tells Daniel. “Making noise in a place like this. We’re such irrelevant 

little specks, you know? Compared to it.” 

 

  



TANIA 

And while Daniel and Kit are off having a very very late honeymoon, Jared and Evie can be off 

birdwatching. They like birdwatching. It makes them happy. Evie’s growing up so fast. She’s fifteen 

now. It’s 2015 for us now, same as it is for Mary. Eris is fifteen, too. Mary still doesn’t know how to 

write about Eris. A writer who can’t find words.  

The closest she comes is in one of her stories, one that Eris asked for as a birthday present last 

year. 

"There was a moment, last year," he tells Alois. "On Odette's birthday. I was helping her find art 

supplies for some project she was determined to undertake. There was nothing particularly 

remarkable about the activity, but I remember realising quite suddenly that I was happy. It sounds 

so silly to say it so baldly, but it's really the only way I know how to put it. I was happy."  

He clears his throat, afraid Alois will interject with some crass aside, but the other boy remains 

quiet. Ciel begins speaking again. "Seeing to it that her growing-up is safe and loved in ways that 

my own wasn't has been a source of contentment for me. The past doesn't seem to loom so large. 

The darkness isn't so dark." 

 

  



TANIA TALKS MORE ABOUT MARY’S WEIRD DATING SIM THING 

She’s actually finding it kind of tough to write this zine, or book, or whatever the fuck it ends up 

being. She feels guilty that it isn’t funnier and brighter and more fun to read. Who the fuck wants 

to read about someone being scared of dying, honestly? Unless you’re a genius, it just isn’t that 

interesting, and Mary knows full well that she’s no genius. The only way anyone’s going to be 

interested in this is if she dies on the operating table, her head opened like a can of cat foot and a 

catheter shoved up her lady zone. She thinks there’s a fittingness to that, to dying with a catheter 

in. Like her grandmother did.  

The colour turned darker with the days because Mary’s grandmother wasn’t getting fluids. That 

wasn’t up to Mary; Mary’s aunt had power of attorney. It wasn’t up to her but it was fucking 

rough, it was so fucking rough, sitting there and watch the fluid darken with the days and know 

that her grandmother wasn’t actively dying. She’d had a stroke, and couldn’t speak or move, and 

there was no way to tell how aware she was. But when Mary squeezed her hand and said hello, 

her grandmother squeezed back, and it looked like she tried to smile. Mary thinks about that a lot. 

It looked like she tried to smile, and the fluid turned darker, and then she died. 

Mary already knew she was opposed to euthanasia in almost all circumstances, but she feels even 

more strongly about it now. She feels like non-vulnerable people don’t value the vulnerable nearly 

fucking enough for our society to be anywhere near ready to talk about voluntary death. Our 

definition of quality of life is too bound up in productivity, in being good little earners and 

spenders. The old and the disabled and the sick are treated like burdens, and that makes them 

feel like burdens, and so a lot of them would ‘choose’ to die just so their families didn’t have to 

worry about them anymore.  

Mary has believed this for a lot time with her head, but now she knows it with her heart. Because 

she wants the same thing. If the surgery goes badly, and she’s left a vegetable, that would be an 

enormous and heartbreaking burden on her mother. Mary never wants to do that to her.  

Christ, I kind of fucking see what she means, about feeling like this book needs to be lighter and 

funnier. She’s just so goddamn tired, though. She puts on smiles and energy and jokes in poor 

taste all day for the sake of everyone around her. “I don’t know how to be grave about it,” she 

says as an excuse. She grins and laughs and walks around and then she puts her fingers on the 

keyboard and vomits up her grief and darkness here.  

Today at lunch Elsie took umbrage at all the jokes and said “there’s nothing funny about it” and 

Mary tried to explain, tried to tell her about how she googled her symptoms, even though 

everybody always says not to do that, because google always says that it’s a brain tumor. So Mary 

googled, and google said it was a brain tumor, so Mary scrolled down past that and said okay, 

google, now let’s see if we can find out what I actually have. 

And see, it’s funny! It’s funny because for once google was dead on!  

She’s so goddamn tired and her ear won’t stop ringing. The pale girl’s high voice. Even when they 

cut the tumor out, the ringing may well stay there forever. Like Cathy’s ghost on the moors in that 

Kate Bush song. Mary’s never actually read Wuthering Heights. Maybe she’ll never have a chance.  



Anyway, I’m meant to be telling you about dating sims again. She’s having trouble writing this 

part, because she doesn’t know how to make it all sound like it makes sense, how to tell it in a way 

that’ll be interesting to anyone that isn’t her. She’s writing in third person because all this is much 

easier to think about when it isn’t about her.  

There’s a quote from The Bell Jar by Sylvia Plath that Mary’s kind of obsessed with, because it 

sums up how she felt that day when she had to choose between Melbourne and Brisbane, 

between two people who both needed her.  

She was obsessed with the quote before that stuff happened, too, because it makes her think 

about dating sim routes, because she’s the lamest and most juvenile 33 year old to ever fucking 

draw breath. Ugh. Why couldn’t I be written by someone worthy of me?  

Anyway, the quote starts out being about how the character feels like her life is a big fig tree, and 

every fig is a future: a husband and kids, or creativity, or all these different careers she could have, 

or travel, or lovers, or glory, or futures she can’t even imagine yet. And she sees herself sitting 

below the tree, starving to death. 

“I wanted each and every one of them, but choosing one meant losing all the rest, and, as I sat 

there, unable to decide, the figs began to wrinkle and go black, and, one by one, they plopped to 

the ground at my feet.” 

Choosing one meant losing all the rest. That right there is why dating sims fuck Mary up so much. 

She wants to save them all, all the different routes and characters. She can’t even save herself.  

She’s just read through the thousands and thousands of words about making a game based on her 

water church story that she wrote in emails. She thinks there might have been something that 

could be salvaged there, if she had more time. She has no time. It’s almost midnight on the 12th 

right now, and on the 15th she flies to Brisbane for her Christmas visit there, and won’t be back in 

Melbourne until the 28th, and then, and then, and then, on the 5th of January 2016, one day and 

one month before her 34th birthday, she’ll go to the hospital for the surgery.  

She doesn’t have enough time left.  

One paragraph from all those old discussions that makes her smile is this:  

Okay tell me to shut up at any point because I'm just brainstorming ideas for how we manage to 

give all the characters a satisfactory ending because I'm DETERMINED. If this whole game is about 

literally escaping the confines of a dating sim I REFUSE to be bound by its usual ending trauma. I 

have a whole tag for how determined I am to fix this!  

It makes her smile because, after having being diagnosed with the tumor on the Monday, on 

Thursday she got a tattoo that Eris had designed for her. It says STAY DETERMINED and features a 

child surrounded by small hearts of different colours. To have Eris’s handwriting, Eris’s art, so close 

by would make the rest easier to bear, perhaps. She hopes.  

The iconography comes from a game called Undertale, that Mary contributed to the Kickstarter for 

in 2013. It’s pretty well known now, so you may have heard of it. Determination plays a huge role, 

and the game itself is partially about how it feels to seek desperately for the best possible ending 



for all characters, and the misery of being cruel to one’s favourites for completionism’s sake. It’s 

about other things, too, but for obvious reasons that’s the stuff Mary cares about most.  

The tattoo is on her arm, where she’ll hopefully be able to see it while she recovers. Where she’ll 

be able to see it before they send her mind to the nothing-place for surgery.  

Before the anaesthetist gives her the knock-out drugs, they’ll give her a drug to make her relaxed 

and happy. She learned that off the internet. So she isn’t going to die afraid. Her last thoughts, if 

they are her last thoughts, will be hazy and content. That’s something, isn’t it?  

Look, we should probably go back to Kit and Danny. We’ve left them in the caves for a while, 

haven’t we? We fast-forwarded through all those years of their kid growing up and then dragged 

out their holiday visiting some random warren of caves in the jungle. Let’s go check on them and 

then come back.  

 

  



KIT 

After a few awed minutes, Kit manages to lean forward and down, and see the cavern below from 

a better angle, and it’s only then that he realises he wasn’t looking at the glow worms at all. The 

starry expanse that he was gazing at with such rapture was only a dim reflection on the river, a 

few of the brightest lights caught and tossed back up by the black rippling water.  

The actual glow worms are like a blanket of blue-white radiance, numerous enough to blur into a 

haze of perfect light if Kit half-closes his eyes. There are thousands of them, hundreds of 

thousands, each one with a filament-thin strand hanging invisibly below.  

The droplets of water that catch the soft glow of the light are the tiniest, most exquisite crystal 

beads, strand after strand after strand of them hanging down all over the ceiling of the lower 

caves. 

They are luring in their prey. They glow to draw the curious closer, like the bulb of anglerfish. 

When Kit was a child, he thought the lure at the front of anglerfish was a bulb to help them see in 

the dark, like the helmets worn by miners. Now he knows better. The light is there to captivate.  

And yet, even knowing the malevolent reasons for the beauty, Kit can’t help but be moved by the 

sight of the glow-worm caves. They are mysterious and magnificent, a tiny constellation deep 

down in the black of the earth.  

 

  



JARED 

He loses sight of her among the trees. It doesn’t worry him at first, because that has been the 

story of her whole life, really. Jared, walking through the dense undergrowth, catching glimpses of 

Evie’s pale, lithe form from time to time, a ghost or moth flitting between the trunks.  

But then he rounds a corner and, for the second time in his life, Jared sees her coated in gore and 

realises exactly how simple love makes some things.  

She is crouched over the body, her hands and white t-shirt and chin and mouth all bloodied, her 

hair splattered wet and painting streaks of red against her cheeks. Sticks and twigs snap under 

Jared’s feet and her gaze snaps to him. She swallows the mouthful she was chewing, the sound 

dense against the gentle bird songs and some distant creek’s burble.  

Jared flashes to the memory of when Kit was pregnant and hungry and couldn’t eat,  

and how in the end Jared had opened his own veins to feed him but 

the memory is  

strange 

as if it only half-happened, or he was told about it later rather than playing a role in it himself. For 

a moment, the vertigo of the sensation throws Jared off-guard. 

Or it might not be that which is causing his dizziness at all. It might be the absolute understanding 

that he has of what it means to be a parent, in that moment. He’s always felt a little weird about 

it, how much he cares about Evie. Because she’s got two real parents already, and he’s just kind of 

a hanger-on. He gets along with her great, and cooks for her, and they have hobbies in common 

that they both enjoy more when they share with the other. But none of that seemed like it really 

counted enough that he could truly call himself a parent. 

But now Jared understands. Being a parent isn’t about genetics. It’s about knowing you’d tear the 

world apart to save them.  

His daughter is eating someone’s brain. It looks like she was gnawing at it, swallowing the chunks 

she tore away. And Jared knows he’ll do anything to help her conceal the crime. He’ll burn or hide 

the body. He’ll take the fall, if it comes to that. Anything for her. Anything.  

“It wasn’t anyone,” she tells him in a quiet, urgent voice. “It wasn’t anyone, Jared. I haven’t done 

what you think I’ve done. They weren’t real, see?” 

Jared can’t remember if thinking like that is psychosis or schizophrenia. He’ll have to find out. 

Whatever help Evie needs, he’ll get it for her. He’ll help her see reality, if her own senses are 

failing her. 

“You have to SEE,” Evie says again, tears making pale tracks through the sticky dark blood on her 

skin. Her voice drops to a whisper. “Please, please see it.” 

So, for her, because Jared would die for her, he looks again at the body. 



And he sees.  

It’s indistinct. Generic. It’s just a body, like his memory of Kit’s hunger is just a memory. There’s no 

detail beyond the specific words he’d use to briefly describe it, as if it only exists to be briefly 

described.  

His eyes refuse to focus on its face, to make out individuality or features.  

“You can see it, can’t you?” Evie demands. “You can see it isn’t real.”  

“I don’t understand,” Jared replies, sick and afraid in a way he hasn’t been since before Evie was 

born. Has she been protecting them ever since then? Kept them safe from whatever preternatural 

horror he has interrupted here?  

“It’s okay,” Evie says. “I’ll protect you. We’ll be the ones who survive this.” 

She makes a gesture with her hand and they’re home, standing in their small bright living room 

that smells of lemon soap and coffee. The desecration of blood is gone from her clothes and skin. 

Jared feels unsteady on his feet, and sits down on the floor with a thud. She kneels before him, 

face sad and smooth and worried.  

Jared sorts through his memories, seeking others that have the same... glitched quality to them. 

He remembers when they escaped from Tania’s dad’s church, and Daniel punched through a 

window and his arms were red and scratched, and it made Jared think of the scars on his own 

arms and how they’d looked when they were fresh and bleeding. But Daniel’s had been for so 

much more purpose, and Jared suddenly wanted so badly to live and do good things. 

For a moment the memory feels real. It feels real. But then it slips away again, and it’s only words. 

He tries to remember where Tania is. The other two are visiting the North Island, but where’s 

Tania? He can’t remember, but any time he tries to care it just… goes. He is afraid. 

“Shh,” Evie soothes, touching his arm gently. “Don’t worry, it’s okay. I’m going to handle it. Please 

don’t worry. I’m so sorry you had to see that.”  

“Evie, what’s going on? Why were you…” 

“I can only survive if I can devour minds,” she says, saying these absurd and terrible words as if 

they make sense, as if Jared’s meant to accept them as truth. “That wasn’t a real one, it was just… 

an echo, I suppose. A thought. The prey I truly need is far tougher.” 

She shakes her head, and then gives him a smile. If he didn’t know better, he’d be convinced by it. 

“But it’s nothing you need to worry about. I’ll take it away from you. I’ll take this whole day away. 

I’ll put a better one in its place. I’ll keep you safe and happy.” 

“Evie, no.” But he can tell already from her expression that there’s no point in arguing. She’s 

fifteen, after all. Fifteen year old kids defy their parents constantly, even the ones who aren’t the 

Antichrist.  



So instead of trying to insist on that, Jared reaches out and pulls her into a tight hug against him, 

the two of them almost overbalancing from the awkward posture where they sit.  

“Whatever’s happening, I’m sorry you feel like you have to carry it alone,” he tells her. “It must be 

very hard. You must be tired. Please remember that we love you very much.”  

Evie trembles, the small movements growing to full shudders as she begins to sob. She clings to 

him, gulping for breath and sniffling noisily. There’s nothing pretty about the way she cries, 

nothing held back -- just a frightened kid in desperate need of comfort. Jared smooths his hand 

against her back, and wishes he could be a true support to her.  

Eventually, she sits back, puffy and tearstain-red.  

“She doesn’t get to do this,” she says to him. “The other one. She cried after the first 

appointment, when she got the news and had to call her mother to tell her. But she hasn’t done it 

since. Everyone keeps commenting on how upbeat she is about it. The receptionist at the 

neurosurgeon doesn’t seem to approve of how energetic she’s made herself. Her mother keeps 

saying she doesn’t have to keep up the front; that she can be vulnerable if she needs to be. But 

she can’t. She doesn’t know how. I guess she’s lucky that I’ve got you, huh? That she can get some 

tiny echo-shred of comfort from writing this scene, just like I could consume the echo of a mind 

thanks to her, out there in the woods. I wish she hadn’t let you see, though.”  

“‘She’?” Jared asks. 

“Mary,” Evie answers simply. “She’s so tired. She’s the one I have to kill, to keep us safe.” 

“But who is she?” 

“Use your brain, genius. Who’s the Antichrist up against? She’s our creator. And writers are cruel 

gods.”  

Then Evie stands up, and holds out her hand to help Jared to his feet as well. “Now, I guess it’s 

time for me to give you a better day than the one we’ve had, huh?” 

“I wish you’d let me help you,” Jared says, desperate and sad.  

Evie gives him a smile that looks as if it’s a heartbeat from crumbling into more tears. She leans 

forward and kisses his cheek, and all Jared’s thoughts vanish into smoke.  

 

  



TANIA 

There’s a gnarly horror movie from the nineties, from Japan -- リング, or Ringu, or Ring. Later 

remade as The Ring in America. Even googling it now to check that she’s got the katakana right 

was enough to send a shiver up Mary’s spine. It’s a creepy as hell movie. 

The antagonist is a girl with long dark hair in a white dress. She can kill with nothing but a thought, 

and climb out of a story and into reality as easily as dying. One moment she’s inside the television, 

and then she reaches through, and you’re fucked.  

But that’s just what she can do. What she wants to do is spread, virus-like, from mind to mind to 

mind. If you don’t want to have her climb out of your TV, you’d best make a copy of her story on 

its videotape and pass it along to someone else, and then they’ll have to do the same.  

Yeah, yeah, I know, videotapes. It was the nineties, ok. We lived in less technologically astounding 

times than these ones.  

One of the reasons I fell for New Zealand so fast is that it doesn’t feel as eager to discard the past 

as other places in the world. It’s nice, being somewhere where old books and videos and music are 

still preserved. There’s a sense of stability. Ironic, considering the fucked up earthquakes that can 

happen here. I guess that’s kind of like Japan -- the people there have hung around there a really 

long fucking time, considering how shaky the world can get beneath their feet.  

So this girl, okay, she doesn’t want to kill, not particularly. Her hunger is for new minds to live 

inside. She’s a creature that can only live through a steady supply of new audiences.  

Book characters are like that. They only live and breathe, they’re only real, when observed. Like 

how atoms won’t move while they’re being watched, but in reverse. Characters are made of the 

opposite of real atoms, and the opposite occurs. They only move while under observation. They 

survive on minds. 

So naturally Mary took that to some kind of gross vampire-zombie place for this story, because 

she’s a mess of a human being. I can relate.  

Her ear is ringing again. The sun is shining. The lemon tree is green and yellow outside. She is very 

sad, and very tired.  

Mary’s tried really fucking hard to be a writer, you know? She’s been a brat about it, sometimes. A 

lot of the times. But the bitterness and jealousy only ever came because she wanted it so badly. 

And this manuscript I’m holding here, the one that doesn’t exist physically but rather only digitally 

but which I can still hold, because I don’t exist physically either, this one’s weird and fucked up 

enough that it might get a bit of attention -- provided that she dies at the end of it.  

It’ll be like the Vivian Girls, the Henry Darger manuscripts that sat in his Chicago apartment, 

thousands upon thousands upon thousands of obsessive, intricate, detailed pages that nobody 

saw until he was dead. Outsider art. I’m not as talented or interestingly strange as Henry Darger, 

but being dead will count for something I suspect. People will take an interest. They’ll envision me 



and Darger and John Kennedy Toole hanging out in the afterlife for miserable weirdos together, 

perhaps.  

 Her, I mean. Imagine her. She’s not as talented. Gotta maintain that distance there, Tania. She and 

Evie can’t both live through this, so you certainly don’t want to blur the line between Mary and 

yourself at this point in the game.  

Evie only gets to live, gets to save her family from a life as unread actors on static pages, 

Schroedinger’s cast, if Mary dies and people read this story out of morbid curiosity.  

Mary only get to live if the surgery is a success, and the pale girl is cut out of her head. Nobody will 

read the story if she is boringly alive, so Evie will have no new minds to live within, and she’ll be 

physically removed from the only one that’s at her mercy now.  

Either way, one of them has to kill the other.  

 

  



MARY 

She reads her tumblr, trying to choose the little shards of herself it is most important to preserve, 

should the rest of her become nothing but flabby meat going cold. She finds a quote that she’d 

typed out, from a New Yorker article she was reading about video games:  

You are competing against the game, trying to predict the seemingly random flurry of impediments 

it sets in your way, and pretending to be a bouncy Italian plumber in a realm of mushrooms and 

bricks. As for vertigo, what Caillois has in mind is the surrender of stability and the embrace of 

panic, such as you might experience while skiing. Mario’s dizzying rate of passage through 

whatever world he’s in—the onslaught of enemies and options—confers a kind of vertigo on the 

gaming experience. Like skiing, it requires a certain degree of mastery, a countervailing ability to 

contend with the panic and reassert a measure of stability. In short, the game requires 

participation, and so you can call it play. 

Beneath the quote, Mary has written: 

“the surrender of stability and the embrace of panic” is a close cousin to the ideas I wanted to 

connect to when I got the word “sharpest” tattooed on my arm six years ago. An attempt to 

remind myself to reject comfort for comfort’s sake if it meant forgoing more difficult and more 

rewarding experiences.  

In other words: This is what church should feel like.  

She saw a play once, years ago, because someone else couldn’t go and there was a spare ticket. A 

lot of her stories begin like that. Someone else couldn’t, so I did. Tickets to plays and the ballet, 

invitations along in place of the truly wanted. 

Life is too short for self-pity, though. Especially her life, maybe. 

So: the play was Arcadia by Tom Stoppard and at the end, a man discovers entropy. He realises 

that the heat death of the universe is inevitable. That everything will end, no matter what. 

And the teenage girl beside him, in her pale nightgown, says 

“Yes, we must hurry if we are going to dance.” 

Did Mary tell that story in Sharpest already? She can’t remember. She doesn’t want to go check. 

Nostalgia will be intolerable right now -- being fond of the past will make this life even harder to 

let go of, if that’s to be her fate. She cannot afford to look back. It will crumble and ruin her.  

On the first of December, the day after diagnosis -- twelve days ago now; it is Sunday the 13th 

while this is being written, hello and salutations from the past -- Mary posted the following on her 

tumblr. The beginning is a quote from a medical website she was reading, about what she might 

be in store for from the tumor, her newly discovered pale girl.  

This is the seed of this tale that you are reading. Or, perhaps more aptly, this is the grit that grew 

the pearl, located as it is within the layers around it. 



“Stroke, brain injury and death are all rare following surgery in dedicated units (0.5 - 2%). Brain 

fluid leaks occur in around 10% of cases, usually requiring a temporary spinal drain and less 

commonly, further surgery. Meningitis occurs in about 2% of cases.” 

HA HA hooray 

I actually started working on a really fucked up novel earlier this year, which I abandoned because I 

decided I didn’t have the chops to write it, where part of the story revolved around a girl growing 

up in New Zealand’s South Island countryside (yeah guess where I started writing it) and her 

dawning realisation that she and her family were fictional characters.  

I had this whole weird metaphor thing with how baby kiwi birds don’t have an egg tooth to break 

through their shells, which I can’t remember what it was a metaphor about, and… man, now I’m 

reading the 10,000 words I wrote before I gave up and feeling bummed, ahaha, but yeah anyway: 

Her hands and forearms are coated with slightly tinted fluid, more viscous and thick than water, 

mingling with the blood that beads up from several long scratches on her skin. 

“Evie! Are you all right?” 

When she turns at the sound of his voice, her eyes are like burning coals, the hollows beneath 

them as deep and dark as a chronic insomniac’s. 

Her voice is raw and weary. “Kit.” 

He reaches her, lifts one of her hands to inspect the injuries. The almost-clear liquid is oily to the 

touch. The scratches remind him of Daniel’s arm, when Daniel punched through the window. 

“It’s just egg white,” she says, pulling her hand away. Kit had no idea she had so much strength to 

her. He’s by no means big, but Eve is far smaller and slighter and younger, and yet she pulls away 

as if he’s nothing but air. 

“Egg white?” he asks her, confused. It could be true, possibly, though why she’d have egg white on 

her arms in such quantities he still has no idea. 

“I was breaking an eggshell,” Eve confirms. She doesn’t offer anything further.  

 

Except it’s not egg white, it’s the author’s cerebrospinal fluid, because Eve has discovered that the 

story the author is writing – the story she’s in – has a terribly sad ending. And so she has to stop it 

at all costs, get them out of that skull by any means necessary.  

 

“Kit, if there… if there was a stoat, and the stoat had a nest, and the stoat knew somebody was 

planning to hurt the nest. It would have to attack the person, wouldn’t it? Even if it made the 

person very angry, and made them try even harder to hurt the nest. Even if all that. The stoat 

would still have to do it. Because whether it did or not, the person was still going to hurt the nest, 

and the stoat could never, ever allow that. So it would have to do it. The person was going to hurt 



the nest. The stoat had to bite them, whether it made them angrier or not. It didn’t have a 

choice.” 

Eve was almost hysterical, the words tumbling out of her in a half-wild babble. 

“Evie, are you bitten? Did a stoat hurt you?” 

She laughed out loud, a wild sound made out of despair and mirth in equal parts, a Tania laugh, 

unhinged and awful. 

“No, don’t you get it? I’m the one with blood on my teeth.”  

 

Anyway I guess my point is that this is all hideously, horribly funny to me, because I’ve never been 

able to write anything properly dark or mean, to the detriment of my narratives, and now I’ve got 

a 10% chance of the fate I gave my ruthless author anyway. 

Also that this story could have been really cool sigh SIGH life is hard.  

 

 

Mary thought those scenes would be more pivotal, here in the real manuscript, not just shoved 

inside a semi-coherent quote from social media. Right now she feels reminded of the teapot in 

Slaughterhouse Five: you wait and wait for the meaningful moment, the catharsis, but then you 

are denied. The tortoise dies unemptied.  

That still would have been the end of it, though, if not for one of the tags used on a reblog. 

Dominica, whom Mary had known for years, reposted the quotes with the tags: 

#holy god #writing #body horror #??? #god mary 

And that was enough. That reaction was enough. If this was to be Mary’s very last chance to write 

something, she wanted to finish with something that made somebody react like that.  

So thank you, Dominica, for that. Mary’s big on thanking people for the things they’ve given her, 

at the moment. She wrote a long and uncomfortably sincere letter to a creator of Homestuck the 

other day, thanking him for his storytelling -- informing him that his work had made her a better 

writer.  

There are too many other people she wants to thank. She is grateful for everyone she has ever 

known, every strange and funny and awful and mean and selfish and generous and kind and 

tender human who has ever crossed her path, in her whole life.  

Later that same day, Mary posted 

I think I may try to write that weird Evie and Kit story. It’ll be at least half a year after the operation 

before I’ll be writing again (the look on my doctor’s face when I said I was a writer was not the look 

one wants to see on one’s doctor’s face) and as fond I am of the weretigers and the problematic 



vampires, I feel like it would be a better note to pause on if I got some more weird sad 

metaphysical kids doing stuff out into the world. Eh. We’ll seeee. 

Her ear is singing again. One of the blood vessels in her eye has burst. Nothing fits inside her head 

anymore, and she’s frightened. 

 

  



And, finally, we come to Eve’s turn. 

I’m just an anthropomorphic personification of her disease, obviously. A brain tumor, especially a 

benign one, doesn’t really deserve to get conflated with the Antichrist from some half-finished 

story that got left to gather dust in a googledocs folder because Mary can’t write very good 

stories.  

I exist -- this version of me, the anthropomorphised version of a blip on an MRI scan, made from 

contrast fluid on a tumor -- because if Mary doesn’t turn all this into a narrative she isn’t going to 

be able to cope. That’s what her other self-obsessed zine, Sharpest, was entirely fucking about. 

Paired up, it and I are a cover band that only ever plays Depeche Mode’s Blasphemous Rumors.  

She makes everything a story, because if it’s a story then it has rules.  

I don’t understand why she’s so against the idea of becoming a story herself. If she dies, if a large 

number of people wind up reading one of her works for a change, then we both win, don’t we? 

We live on, the both of us, in all those minds.  

And, even better than that, readers mean that all those times when she thought herself alone 

weren’t that at all. It means that, just as I was there with her in the bathroom when she sliced her 

leg with the boxcutter, you were there as well. You all know how she sobbed and bled. You were 

there with her as much as Bastian’s readers were with him when he hid from the boys in the 

bookstore.  

You changed nothing, because she didn’t know that you were there. But now you can bear witness 

to her. You can carry her memories and hopes, at least a few of them, at least until you forget 

them. Her own head will be cold but the important things will be replicated, like a video-game 

save on a drive.  

We can’t both fit inside her head for much longer, she and I. The surgery is scheduled. Come 

January, one of us will be gone.  

I’m not malignant, but I won’t go without a fight, either.  

I don’t know why she cares so much. She says she isn’t the young Mary, the one who called her 

writing website Ink Stigmata. Her art isn’t more important than her life. Especially not her own 

imperfect art. She won’t die for her art. 

But that’s the point, isn’t it? All the old Marys are gone already. Entropy happens. Our old selves 

fade away regardless. That is no longer your sword.  

Whether she lives or dies, the self she is right now is finite. So why not finish at a moment when 

the finishing will be worth something?  

Tragedy is when you want both sides to win. 

She wants to live long enough to see Eris grow up. She typed ‘wanted’ at first, there, but then 

went back and deleted it. She wants so desperately to believe in her own future, while at the same 

time feeling sure she has sabotaged her chances of statistics being in her favour. The observer 



changes the observed. She has stared at the possibility of her own end too much; the monster is 

awake and watching her now.  

She wants to live long enough to become a better writer. She hasn’t written the water church 

story yet. She hasn’t even properly found a conclusion to the story of Kit and Daniel and Jared and 

Tania. What happens to their reality, now that I’ve broken its shell? 

But that’s what the Antichrist does, isn’t it? Ends the world. Destroys the church’s future. It’s too 

late in the tale to change my nature now.  

I was with her in that bathroom and she didn’t know. My presence altered nothing about that 

moment, because she didn’t know. If she had, she’d have simply walked out of the job instead of 

hating herself. Why would she have put up with ugly, stupid bullies trying to hurt her, if she’d 

known I was with her, a deadly little pale girl already in her head? 

Clap your hands if you believe in fairies, Mary. Hide inside a story, where faith and will alone are 

enough to hold death back. 

Look at the shape of the tumor on the scan and call her a pale girl, because a pale girl can be 

bargained with. The Devil’s known for how quick he is to make a deal; maybe his daughter will do 

the same.  

It has been one day shy of two weeks since the diagnosis as she types this. She has written almost 

all of this in that time. It averages out to more than a thousand words a day. Not her best 

momentum, but she has other things on her mind right now. 

That’s a brain tumor joke, by the way. She still doesn’t know how to stop with the black humor.  

It will probably be another day or two before she shares this with the world. Because the ending 

has to come before the surgery, whatever happens next is left in flux, unknown within this story. 

As she wrote in a novel, once upon a time: the secret to a happy ending is knowing when to fade 

to black.  

If you’re reading this any time after January, I’m sure you already know the answer. Whether I 

win, or she does. Which of us survives. Though, honestly, if you’re reading this after January then 

there’s an almost certain chance that I won, and that she’s gone. 

So, because of that, I’ll let her have the last words. Choose the one that seems most appropriate 

as the goodbye she’d want you to have from her.  

I found a small measure of grace, once, in caring for a child as they grew up. 

I tried very hard to be a storyteller. 

I heard the birds, and saw the sun. 

There were some wonderful days, weren’t there?  

I forgive you.  



I’m sorry. 

Thank you. 

I love you. 

 

  



MARY 

And I thought that was the end of it. I typed I love you and scrolled back to the beginning of it, to 

proof-read over everything, which proved to be even more flawed and disappointing than my 

already low expectations. But then Lisa and Eris interrupted me, and we took the dogs out to run 

and play.  

We ended up going to Eris’s old school, from years and years ago. I remember waiting for the 

end-of-class bell, sitting outside with the parents as the tiny students finished for the day. I wrote 

the words that wound up on the back of Sharpest there, when Eris was seven. A person can be so 

many things, slick thorny broken sharp. I liked the thought of returning there as a final step in 

completing this. Things come around full circle.  

We played on the playground equipment with the dogs and laughed together, so much laughing. 

There was a huge tree overhead and Eris picked up one of the fruits that had fallen from the 

branches, asking what kind it was. A fig. We were under a fig tree. 

I like it when things are stories. Stories have foreshadowing. Stories pay off earlier references.  

This zine isn’t as polished or good as I wish it could be. Perhaps, if I survive, I’ll be able to peel back 

the truth and find the fiction, the same way that Sharpest was precursor to The Devil’s Mixtape. 
Perhaps not. I have so many stories I still want to tell; we’ll have to wait and see. 

All pretensions and crafty masks aside, here is the simple reality of things: My name is Mary, and I 

have a brain tumor, and I am frightened.  

But this afternoon I played with dogs, and there was green all around me and a light breeze. To 

steal from Vonnegut one last time: if that isn’t nice, I don’t know what is. 

I was full of joy and full of love and I was full of fear, and the future was an unknowable thing 

stretching out before me.  

This is what church should feel like. 

Keep your fingers crossed for me. I want to see what happens next.  

 

Mary Borsellino 

13th December 2015 


